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SAFE HARBOR STATEMENT 

Statements included in this set of documents which are not statements of historical 
fact are intended to be, and are hereby identified as, "forward-looking statements" for 
purposes of Section 27 A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21 E 
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. Forward-looking statements 
include, but are not limited to, statements concerning future debt issuance, cost of 
capital, capital structure, revised rates filings, effective dates of rates, inflation rates, 
construction costs, AFUDC rates, capital expenditures, construction schedules, 
licensing and permitting activities, completion dates for new units, investment tax 
credits, fuel costs, generation mix, customer and demand growth, natural gas prices, 
uranium prices, coal prices, CO2 emission costs, and construction and permitting 
contingencies and risks. In some cases, forward-looking statements can be identified 
by terminology such as "may," "will," "could," "should," "expects," "forecasts," "plans," 
"anticipates," "believes," "estimates," "projects," "predicts," "potential" or "continue" or 
the negative of these terms or other similar terminology. Readers are cautioned that 
any such forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and 
involve a number of risks and uncertainties, and that actual results could differ 
materially from those indicated by such forward-looking statements. Important factors 
that could cause actual results to differ materially from those indicated by such 
forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, the following: (1) the 
information is of a preliminary nature and may be subject to further and/or continuing 
review and adjustment; (2) regulatory actions, regulatory delay, and intervention by 
opposing parties in licensing and permitting proceedings; (3) collateral lawsuits, 
appeals and other litigation; (4) changes in rate regulation, environmental laws and 
regulations, and nuclear safety laws and regulations; (5) changes in the cost or 
availability of labor, equipment, components and materials; (6) performance of key 
contractors or suppliers of key components or services; (7) transportation and 
shipping problems; (8) delays in construction related to weather conditions or natural 
disasters both in South Carolina and affecting suppliers and contractors; (9) changes 
in the economy, especially in areas served by South Carolina Electric & Gas 
Company (SCE&G or the Company); (10) changes in the public, political and 
regulatory perception and support for nuclear power; (11) the results of financing 
efforts; (12) changes in SCANA's or its subsidiaries' accounting rules and accounting 
policies; (13) payment by counterparties as and when due; (14) the results of efforts 
to license, site and construct facilities for baseload electric generation; (15) the 
availability and prices of fuels such as coal, natural gas and enriched uranium used 
to produce electricity; (16) the level and volatility of future market prices for such 
fuels and purchased power; (17) the impact of competition from alternate energy 
sources; (18) the availability of purchased power and natural gas for distribution; (19) 
inflation; (20) capital market conditions; (21) compliance with regulations; and (22) 
the other risks and uncertainties described in Exhibit J to this Application and as 
described from time to time in the periodic reports filed by SCANA Corporation or 
SCE&G with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). The 
Company disclaims any obligation to update any forward-looking statements. 



BEFORE 

THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

OF 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

DOCKET NO. 2008-196-E 

In Re: Combined Application of South Carolina  )  COMBINED APPLICATION  
Electric & Gas Company for a Certificate ) FOR A CERTIFICATE OF 
of Environmental Compatibility and Public ) ENVIRONMENTAL 
Convenience and Necessity and for a Base Load  ) COMPATIBILITY AND PUBLIC 
Review Order for the Construction and Operation  ) CONVENIENCE AND 
of a Nuclear Facility at Jenkinsville,  ) NECESSITY AND FOR A BASE 
South Carolina     )  LOAD REVIEW ORDER 
       ) 

 

South Carolina Electric & Gas Company (“SCE&G” or the “Company”) hereby applies 

to the Public Service Commission of South Carolina (the “Commission”) for a Certificate of 

Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and Necessity and for a Base Load 

Review Order to construct and operate a two 1,117 net megawatt (MW) nuclear facility to be 

located at the V. C. Summer Nuclear Station site near Jenkinsville, South Carolina (the 

“Facilities” or the “Units”).  This Combined Application (“Application”) is filed pursuant to the 

provisions of the Utility Facility Siting and Environmental Protection Act, S.C. Code Ann. §§ 

58-33-10 et seq. (2006) (hereafter the “Siting Act”) and the Base Load Review Act, S.C. Code 

Ann. §§ 58-33-210 et seq. (1976 as amended in 2007).  Paragraphs 1-4 below comprise the 

introduction to the Application as required by S.C. Code Ann. § 58-33-260(A)(1). 

In support of this Application, SCE&G would respectfully show to the Commission: 
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1. Applicant.  SCE&G is a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of 

the State of South Carolina, with its principal offices at 1426 Main Street, Columbia, South 

Carolina, 29201.  The Company is engaged in the business of generating, transmitting, and 

delivering electricity, and providing electric service to public and private energy users for 

compensation. 

2. Service Area.  SCE&G operates an integrated electric utility system that serves 

over 643,000 customers in 24 counties in central and southern South Carolina.  SCE&G’s service 

territory includes the metropolitan areas of Charleston, Columbia, Beaufort, and Aiken and many 

other smaller cities and towns, and rural areas in South Carolina.   

3. Description of the Facilities and Basis for Selection.  To meet the growing 

demands of its customers for electric power, to support the continued economic development and 

prosperity of the State of South Carolina, and to maintain the reliability of its electric system, 

SCE&G proposes to construct a facility comprising two Westinghouse AP1000 Advanced 

Passive Safety Power (“AP1000”) Plants in Jenkinsville, South Carolina.  The Facilities will be 

located adjacent to and approximately one mile southwest of the present 966 MW Westinghouse 

reactor at the V. C. Summer Nuclear Station (“VCSNS”) and will be jointly owned by SCE&G 

and the South Carolina Public Service Authority (“Santee-Cooper”).  

4. The Westinghouse AP1000 Reactor.  The Westinghouse AP1000 reactor 

represents an advanced nuclear generating design which received its nuclear design certification 

from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (“NRC”) on September 13, 2004.  The AP1000 

includes technologically advanced passive shut-down systems to enhance the safety of the Units 

and simplify their operations.  To ensure efficient construction and operation, the Units will be 

built using standardized designs pre-approved by the NRC and advanced modular construction 
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techniques.  Pursuant to Section 58-33-120(1)(a) of the Siting Act and Section 58-33-250(4)(a) 

of the Base Load Review Act, a description and drawings of the Westinghouse AP1000 Units 

and the specifications of the Facilities as they will be constructed on the Summer Station site are 

attached as Exhibit A. 

5. Unit Capacity and Output.  The anticipated net dependable capacity from the 

Units in total will be approximately 2,234 MW, of which 1,228 MW or 55% will be available to 

serve customers of SCE&G.  Pursuant to its agreement with Santee-Cooper, SCE&G will 

operate the Units.  Santee-Cooper will pay 45% of the capital and operating costs of the Units 

and receive a like percentage of the electrical output.  SCE&G intends to operate the Units at as 

high a capacity factor as can be achieved commensurate with sound engineering practices and 

prudent utility operations.  SCE&G expects that the capacity factor for the Units, when adjusted 

for the effects of refueling and maintenance outages, will be in excess of 90%. 

6. Choice of Suppliers of Major Components of the Facilities and Principal 

Contractors for Construction.  SCE&G, for itself and as agent for Santee-Cooper, has entered 

into an Engineering, Procurement and Construction Agreement (“EPC Contract”) with a 

consortium consisting of Westinghouse Electric Co., LLC (“Westinghouse”) and Stone & 

Webster, Inc., (“Stone & Webster”).  Stone & Webster is a subsidiary of the Shaw Group, Inc. 

(“Shaw”).  Westinghouse is a subsidiary of Toshiba Corporation and will provide the nuclear 

systems for the Facilities.   

SCE&G selected Westinghouse AP1000 Units for construction based on a number of 

features including the quality and safety of the design, the standardized nature of the design, the 

size and life-cycle economics of the Units, the similarity of the Units’ operating characteristics 

with those of the existing unit at VCSNS, and Westinghouse’s experience and proven track 
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record as a designer and manufacturer of nuclear systems and components.  Stone & Webster is a 

leader in construction and engineering of nuclear power plants and other major energy facilities 

worldwide.  Westinghouse/Stone & Webster have agreed to set more than fifty percent of the 

EPC Contract costs as fixed costs or firm costs with fixed escalation factors.  In the coming 

months, they will offer to SCE&G the right to set an additional portion of the EPC Contract price 

at fixed cost or firm cost with fixed escalation.  Pursuant to S.C. Code Ann. § 58-33-250(4)(b) 

and (c), SCE&G is providing herewith: 

 Exhibit B, which provides further information concerning Westinghouse/Stone 

& Webster, and Shaw as the contractors or suppliers of the major components of 

the Facilities and the Company’s basis for selecting them; and  

 Exhibit C, which provides information concerning the principal terms of the 

EPC Contract. 

7. Choice of Suppliers of Other Major Components of the Facilities and Principal 

Contractors.  Under the EPC Contract, the selection of principal contractors and suppliers other 

than Westinghouse/Stone & Webster will be made by Westinghouse/Stone & Webster from a list 

of qualified suppliers approved by SCE&G.  Pursuant to S.C. Code Ann. § 58-33-250(5), 

Exhibit D provides further information on principal suppliers and contractors, other than those 

listed in Exhibit B, which have been selected or qualified for selection as contractors and 

suppliers to the project.  

8. Anticipated Construction Schedule.  While construction of the Facilities is subject 

to scheduling and other risks further detailed in Exhibit J and other exhibits to this Application, 

and the construction schedule contingency set forth below, under the EPC Contract the date for 

substantial completion of VCSNS Unit 2 is April 1, 2016, and for VCSNS Unit 3 is January 1, 
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2019.  Pursuant to S.C. Code Ann. § 58-33-250(1), further information concerning the 

anticipated construction schedule of the Facilities is attached as Exhibit E.  

9. Construction Schedule Contingency.   The Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1976, 

at Sections 58-33-270(B)(1) and 58-33-275(A)(1) provide for specified contingencies to be 

included in the construction schedules approved in base load review orders.  In light of the 

complexity of nuclear permitting and construction, SCE&G requests that the Commission 

specify a thirty (30) month schedule contingency applicable to all milestones reflected in Exhibit 

E and to the substantial completion dates referenced above.  The Company requests 

authorization to adjust the schedule of capital costs provided in Exhibit F to reflect any 

contingency-related changes in the construction schedule contained in Exhibit E, such 

adjustments to include appropriate inflation-related adjustments to associated capital cost 

amounts. 

10. Anticipated Components of Capital Costs and Schedule.  Pursuant to S.C. Code 

Ann. § 58-33-250(2), information concerning the anticipated components of capital cost for the 

Facilities and the annual schedule for incurring of those costs is attached as Exhibit F.  As noted 

above, construction of the Facilities is subject to various costs and schedule risks discussed in 

Exhibit J and other attachments to this Application.  SCE&G specifically requests that the base 

load order issued in this proceeding designate the figures provided under the heading 

“Cumulative Project Cash Flow” on Exhibit F to this Application plus applicable AFUDC to be 

the “approved capital cost estimate including specified contingencies” for the Facilities as 

required pursuant to S.C. Code Ann. §§ 58-33-275(A)(2). 

11. Statement of Need and Necessity.  Currently, SCE&G operates ten (10) coal-fired 

fossil fuel units (2,484 MW), one (1) cogeneration facility (90 MW), eight (8) combined cycle 
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gas turbine/steam generator units (gas/oil fired, 1,319 MW), eighteen (18) peaking turbines (347 

MW), four (4) hydroelectric generating plants (227 MW), and one Pump Storage Facility (576 

MW).  The total net non-nuclear summer generating capability rating of these facilities is 5,043 

megawatts.   SCE&G’s total net reliable generation capacity, including its two-thirds share of the 

output of the VCSNS Unit No. 1, is 5,687 MW, compared to a 2007 peak demand of 4,998 MW.  

The Company’s peak demand continues to increase and is presently forecasted to be 5,791 MW 

by 2016 and 6,133 MW by 2019.  SCE&G can efficiently meet as much as 209 MW of this 

increased demand through conservation, load-shifting, off-system purchases, renewable energy 

resources or through the installation of gas-fired peaking units.  However, without the additional 

base load capacity represented by the proposed Facilities, SCE&G will not be able to meet the 

increasing need for efficient base load power in its electric service territory and assure reliable, 

reasonably priced electric supply to its customers and the State of South Carolina.  The 

Company’s demand forecast and considerations affecting this forecast are set forth more fully in 

Exhibit G.  

12. Contribution to System Efficiency and Choice of Fuel Type.  SCE&G has chosen 

nuclear generating capacity to meet its base load requirements having carefully evaluated the 

life-cycle costs, reliability, the fuel, and environmental risks of other options.  The Company’s 

evaluations of these factors are set forth more fully in Exhibit H.  

13. Inflation Indices Used by SCE&G.  Pursuant to S.C. Code Ann. §§ 58-33-250(7) 

and 58-33-270(B)(6), the Company is providing in Exhibit I the inflation indices it has used for 

determining the capital costs it expects to pay for constructing the Facilities.  Included in Exhibit 

I are the sources of the data for each inflation index, and a five-year history of each index on an 

annual basis.   
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14. Cost Contingencies Used by SCE&G.  SCE&G is providing in Exhibit I the basis 

on which it has calculated cost contingencies related to its capital cost schedules as contemplated 

in  S.C. Code Ann. § 58-33-270(B)(2).  The capital cost contingency amounts are set forth on 

Exhibit F.  Because the timing of contingencies are by definition uncertain, SCE&G requests 

that the Commission approve the total amount of project contingency provided for in Exhibit F 

and allow SCE&G to use that contingency at such times and in such amounts as required during 

the course of construction of the Units.  To the extent that SCE&G uses any contingency 

amounts in advance of the years with which they are otherwise associated, SCE&G would make 

appropriate inflation-related adjustments to the remaining contingency amounts.  

15. Capital Cost Schedule Contingencies.  S.C. Code Ann. § 58-33-270(B)(2) 

specifies that the base load order issued in this proceeding shall specify contingencies related to 

the schedule for incurring capital cost.  SCE&G respectfully requests the Commission establish a 

twenty-four (24) month capital cost schedule contingency, such that if construction or 

component manufacturing work can be accelerated, SCE&G can accelerate its capital cost 

payments to reflect the accelerated schedule.  To the extent that SCE&G accelerates any capital 

cost payment pursuant to the capital cost schedule contingency requested here, SCE&G would 

make appropriate inflation-related adjustments to the remaining capital cost forecast amounts.  

16. Updating of Cost Projections.  As set forth in Exhibit I, the EPC Contract ties 

certain categories of plant costs set forth in Exhibit F to fixed escalators or identified inflation 

indices.  Other categories of plant costs set forth in Exhibit F have been estimated based on 

specified inflation indices selected by SCE&G as appropriate for planning and cost forecasting 

purposes.  As required by Section 58-33-277(A)(3) and (4) of the Code of Laws of South 

Carolina, 1976, SCE&G will file quarterly updates of the capital cost schedules contained in 
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Exhibit F during the time that construction on the Facilities is progressing.  As required by S.C. 

Code Ann. §§ 58-33-250(7) and 58-33-270(B)(6), those adjusted capital cost schedules will 

reflect the effects of inflation measured using the indices contained in Exhibit I, and cumulative 

projected cash flow figures for each year will be updated to reflect appropriate inflation-related 

changes in all prior periods.  Inflation data will be used to update capital cost schedules as 

follows:  

(a) For past periods where actual index information is available at the time 

SCE&G files its quarterly report, SCE&G proposes to use actual index information in measuring 

inflation and recalculating its capital cost projections for those past periods. 

(b) For past periods where actual index data is not yet available at the time 

SCE&G files its report, SCE&G proposes to measure inflation during those past periods using an 

average of the applicable inflation index for the most recent 12-month period for which actual 

inflation index information is then available (the “Most Current 12-Month Data.”)  If the Most 

Current 12-Month Data are used for any past period, those data will be updated in future reports 

when actual index information for the past period becomes available. 

(c) SCE&G also proposes to use Most Current 12-Month Data to update 

forecasts for the 12-month period that follows the close of each current reporting period. 

(d) For periods more than 12 months beyond the close of the current reporting 

period, SCE&G proposes to use the most current five-year average for the applicable inflation 

index.   

(e) When out-of-period adjustments are made in index information, those 

adjustments will be reflected in the next report filed. 
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17. Risk Factors Related to Construction and Operation of the Plant.  Pursuant to S.C. 

Code Ann. § 58-33-250(8), the Company is providing information identifying risk factors related 

to the construction and operation of the Facilities in Exhibit J.  Additional information related to 

these risk factors will be provided in the testimony of witnesses to be presented at the hearing in 

this matter. 

18. Proposed Rate Design and Class Allocation Factors for Revised Rates.  Pursuant 

to S.C. Code Ann. § 58-33-250(9), the Company is providing in Exhibit K information 

identifying the proposed rate design and class allocation factors to be used in formulating revised 

rates. 

19. Return on Equity for Plant Construction.  Pursuant to S.C. Code Ann. §§ 58-33-

250 and 58-33-220(16), SCE&G opts to apply the Return on Equity of 11% as established by the 

Commission in Order No. 2007-855, dated December 14, 2007, for calculating the weighted 

average cost of capital for the construction of the Facilities.  Schedules providing the Company’s 

current cost of debt and capitalization ratios, calculated pursuant to the methodologies applied in 

Order 2007-855, are attached hereto as Exhibit L.  

20. Year-by-Year Revenue Requirements.  The Company is providing in Exhibit M 

the projected year-by-year construction work in progress balances and revenue requirements 

associated with Cumulative Project Cash Flow as set forth on Exhibit F.  Exhibit M also 

provides a year-by-year estimate of the percentage increase in SCE&G’s retail electric rates 

associated with these revenue requirements assuming that they are reflected in revised rates 

through annual revised rates filings.  As indicated on Exhibit M, the compound growth in total 

retail electric rates for the period 2008-2020 associated with VCSNS Units 2 & 3 is forecasted to 
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be 2.5%.  The actual revenue requirements and revised rates adjustments, however, cannot be 

known with certainty at this time and depend on multiple factors as indicated on Exhibit M.  

21. Date for Measuring Investment in Construction Work in Progress.  The Base 

Load Review Act, S.C. Code § 58-33-280(B), provides that for purposes of the rates established 

in this proceeding, SCE&G may specify the date for each revised rates filing on which the 

outstanding balance of Construction Work in Progress (“CWIP”) shall be measured.  As set forth 

in Chart A to Exhibit M, SCE&G specifies the CWIP balance as of June 30, 2008 as being 

appropriate for purposes of establishing revised rates in this proceeding.  Setting June 30, 2008 

as the date on which CWIP is to be measured in this proceeding is consistent with the 

Commission’s established practice in past SCE&G rate orders, including Order No. 2007-855, of 

measuring CWIP as of a date between the filing of the rate application and the hearing in the rate 

making proceeding.  

22. Revised Rates.  Pursuant to S.C. Code Ann. § 58-33-250(3) and (11), the 

Company is providing in Exhibit N the rates and tariff sheets that it is requesting to put into 

effect upon issuance of the base load review order in this proceeding.  It has been the practice of 

the Company in past rate proceedings to increase the basic facilities charge for retail electric 

service in even increments of $0.50 or more.  For this reason, the Company is not proposing to 

make any adjustment to the basic facilities charges in the revised rates proposed in this 

proceeding, but to seek Commission approval to make those adjustments only when the amount 

of the adjustment in the basic facilities charge rounds up or down by whole increments of $0.50.   

23. In-Service Expenses.  Pursuant to S.C. Code Ann. § 58-33-250(6), the Company 

is providing in Exhibit O information on its current estimates of the in-service expenses 

associated with the Facilities for the twelve months following commencement of commercial 
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operations of each unit as those expenses are currently estimated.  The expenses listed on 

Exhibit O are estimates only.  As contemplated by S.C. Code Ann. § 58-33-280(I), the in-

service expense estimates provided in Exhibit O will be revised and updated in the last revised 

rate filing made before each unit’s in-service date.  

24. Environmental Assessment.  Pursuant to S.C. Code Ann. § 58-33-120(1)(b), the 

Company is providing summaries in Exhibit P of the environmental studies related to the 

Facilities as submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission as part of the Combined Operating 

License Application for the Facilities, dated March 31, 2008.  These studies and the other 

information referenced in Exhibit P demonstrate that the Facilities can be constructed and can 

operate in compliance with all applicable State, Federal and local environmental and land-use 

permitting requirements. 

25. Transmission Interconnection Studies.  As required by Commission Order No. 

2002-19, the Company is providing the transmission interconnection studies related to the 

Facilities as Exhibit Q.  As indicated in the Generator Interconnection System Impact Study: 

SCE&G V. C. Summer Nuclear #2, at page 22, SCE&G Transmission Planning intends to adjust 

the VCSNS Unit No. 2 interconnection plan to better take into account the future native load 

needs of SCE&G’s transmission system.  This adjustment will involve rerouting lines serving 

VSCNS Unit 2 to follow a longer path that better serves the growth corridor along the Interstate 

77 north of Columbia.  In keeping with established transmission planning pricing policies, the 

VCSNS Nuclear construction project will be charged based on the cost of line as originally 

routed.  The estimated cost of the line as originally routed is 74.2% of the estimated cost of the 

rerouted line.  SCE&G proposes to treat 74.2% of the actual cost of constructing the rerouted line 

as the cost to the nuclear project and include that percentage of the line’s costs in its quarterly 
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reports of actual expenditures on the Units.  SCE&G seeks authorization to adjust this percentage 

if the scope of the line construction project is expanded in the future.  It is not anticipated that 

other lines will be required similar treatment.    

26. Public Notice.  Pursuant to the terms of the Base Load Review Act, a Combined 

Application is to be noticed under the statutes and regulations that apply to the noticing of base 

rate case applications filed under Section 58-27-860 of the Code of Laws of South Carolina, 

1976.  Attached as Exhibit R, and made a part hereof, is a proposed form of public notice 

pursuant to S.C. Code Ann. § 58-27-860. 

27. Correspondence or Communications.  The name, title, address and telephone 

number of the persons to whom correspondence or communications relating to the Application 

should be addressed are as follows: 

Catherine D. Taylor 
K. Chad Burgess 
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company 
1426 Main Street 
Mail Code 130 
Columbia, SC 29218 
(803) 217-8141 
cdtaylor@scana.com 
chad.burgess@scana.com 
 
Belton T. Zeigler 
Pope Zeigler, LLC 
P.O. Box 11509 
Columbia, SC 29211 
(803) 354-4949 
bzeigler@popezeigler.com 
 
Attorneys for the Applicant 

 
 
 WHEREFORE, South Carolina Electric & Gas Company respectfully requests that the 

Commission issue a Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and 
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Necessity and Base Load Review Order for the Facilities according to the terms set forth above, 

and authorize the Company to put into effect the rates contained in this Application and order 

such other, further or different relief as may be justified. 

SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY 

BY:_~-------",--~ __ _ 

Kevin B. Marsh, President 

Date: May 30, 2008. 
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EXHIBIT A 
 

DESCRIPTION OF THE WESTINGHOUSE AP1000 AND THE FACILITY 
 

Combined Application of South Carolina Electric & Gas Company for a 
 Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and 

Necessity and for a Base Load Review Order 
Public Service Commission Docket No. 2008-196-E 

 

Page 1 of 13 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This Exhibit A provides information concerning the location and selection of the location for 
the proposed Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station (VCSNS) Units 2 & 3 and a description of the 
Units SCE&G proposes to build.  

2. SITE LOCATION AND FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
 

The proposed AP1000 Advanced Passive Safety Power Plants (AP1000), referred to as 
VCSNS Units 2 & 3, are to be located approximately one mile south-southwest from VCSNS 
Unit 1.  VCSNS Unit 1 is located at the southern end of the Monticello Reservoir in Fairfield 
County, South Carolina; approximately 15 miles west of Winnsboro and 26 miles northwest of 
Columbia, as shown on Figure 3. The site has a 44 year history of nuclear power generation.  
The Parr Experimental Nuclear Plant, which was the first commercial nuclear generation station 
in the Southeast, went into commercial operation on part of the site in May of 1964.  This plant 
has since been retired and is in the final stages of decommissioning. 

 
VCSNS Unit 1, which went into commercial operation on January 1, 1984, is a 

Westinghouse pressurized water reactor plant licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) in 1982 and has been in commercial operation since 1984.  The site is in a sparsely 
populated rural area.  The nearest community is Jenkinsville, South Carolina, located 
approximately three miles southeast of the site.  The Broad River is located approximately one 
mile west of the site and flows in a southerly direction, as shown on Figure 4.  The north-south 
oriented Monticello Reservoir has an area of approximately 6,800 acres (6 miles long and 2.5 
miles across).  The 6,800 acres includes the 300 acre Monticello sub-impoundment recreation 
lake.  The power plant footprints of Units 2 and 3 consist of an area of approximately 47 acres, 
as shown on Figure 5. 

 
The proposed AP1000 units and support facilities for the VCSNS site are designed around 

the Westinghouse standardized unit approach.  Each AP1000 unit consists of five principle 
generation structures—the nuclear island, turbine building, annex building, diesel generator 
building, and a radwaste building, as shown on Figure 6.  Structures that make up the nuclear 
island include the containment, shield building, and auxiliary building.  The containment is a 
freestanding steel containment vessel with elliptical upper and lower heads.  It is surrounded by 
the shield building.  The shield building is a reinforced concrete structure that, in conjunction 
with the internal structures of the containment, provides the required shielding for the reactor 
coolant system and other radioactive systems and components housed in the containment.  The 



shield building roof is a reinforced concrete conical structure.  The auxiliary building is a 
reinforced concrete structure and shares a common base mat with the containment building and 
the shield building.  The auxiliary building wraps around approximately 70% of the 
circumference of the shield building and provides protection and separation for the safety-related 
mechanical and electrical equipment located outside the containment.  

 
The turbine building is a rectangular metal-sided building with its long axis oriented radially 

from the containment.  The turbine building houses the turbine, generator, and associated 
mechanical and electrical systems.  The annex building is a combination reinforced concrete 
structure and steel framed structure with insulated metal siding.  The annex building provides the 
main personnel entrance to the power block.  The building also contains the control support area, 
a machine shop, the ancillary diesel generators, other electrical equipment and various heating, 
ventilation, and air conditioning systems.  The plant includes non-safety related diesel generators 
and a diesel generator building is a single-story steel-framed structure with insulated metal 
siding.  The building houses two diesel generators to provide backup power in the event of 
disruption of the normal power source.  The radwaste building is a steel-framed structure that 
houses low-level liquid radwaste holdup tanks and processing system. 

 
The circulating water system for each unit consists of two mechanical draft cooling towers 

and a circulating water pump intake structure.  The circulating water system cooling towers are 
located south of the proposed new units.  Each cooling tower has a concrete shell with fan stacks 
on top rising to a height of approximately 70 feet. Internal construction materials include 
fiberglass-reinforced plastic or polyvinyl chloride for piping laterals, polypropylene for spray 
nozzles, and polyvinyl chloride for fill material.  Mechanical draft towers use mechanical fans to 
generate air flow across sprayed water to reject heat to the atmosphere.  The four cooling towers 
occupy an area of approximately 38 acres.   

 
In addition to the circulating water system cooling tower footprint, VCSNS Units 2 & 3 

require space for service water system cooling towers (one per unit).  These mechanical draft 
cooling towers require an area of approximately 0.5 acre per unit and are located near the turbine 
building.  The proposed new units share common intake structures, discharge structure, and 
certain support structures such as office buildings, water treatment, and waste handling facilities. 

 
The Monticello Reservoir is used as makeup water for the circulating water and service water 

cooling systems.  The plant discharge is to the Parr Reservoir.  The new intake structure for the 
circulating water system makeup is located approximately 1,250 feet west of the VCSNS Unit 1 
intake facilities.  An additional intake structure for the remaining plant water (service water 
cooling makeup, potable water, fire water, demineralized water supply) is located approximately 
5500 feet east of the VCSNS Unit 1 intake facilities. Modifications to existing infrastructure will 
be made to integrate VCSNS Units 2 and 3 with the existing unit; however, none of the existing 
unit’s structures or facilities that directly support power generation are shared.  A new security 
perimeter will be installed to encompass the new units.  The existing Nuclear Learning Center 
will be expanded to support the training needs for the new units.  Existing administrative 
buildings, warehouses, and other support facilities will be used, expanded, or replaced based on 
prudent economic and operational considerations.  
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After the completion of new unit construction, areas used for construction support are to be 
graded, landscaped, and planted to enhance the overall site appearance.  Previously forested 
areas cleared for temporary construction facilities are to be revegetated, and harsh topographical 
features created during construction are to be contoured to match the surrounding areas.  These 
areas include equipment laydown yards, module fabrication areas, concrete batch plant, areas 
around completed structures, and construction parking. 

 
VCSNS Unit 1 interconnects with the regional power grid via 10 existing 230kV 

transmission lines.  To connect the additional generation to the electric grid, SCE&G will 
construct six new 230kV transmission lines: three for VCSNS Unit 2 and three for VCSNS Unit 
3.  A new 230kV switchyard will be constructed approximately 1,000 feet northwest of VCSNS 
Units 2 and 3, and 4,000 feet west south west of the existing Unit 1 site.  This new switchyard 
will be air-insulated and consist of ten bays in a breaker-and-a-half arrangement.  It will be 
located within an area approximately 2,000 feet long, 600 feet wide and occupy about 28 acres.  

 
A Description of the Westinghouse AP1000 

Design Overview – The AP1000 design is derived directly from the AP600, a two-loop, 600 
MWe Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR).  In December 1999, the AP600 was granted design 
certification from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).  The AP600 was the first nuclear 
reactor design using passive safety technology licensed in the West or in Asia.  However, 
Westinghouse determined that a 600 MWe unit was not cost competitive in US markets.  
Therefore, Westinghouse embarked on the development of the AP1000 design, which applies 
economies of scale to the AP600 design to reduce the cost per kW while maintaining the passive 
safety advantages established by the AP600.  At present, approximately eight to twelve AP1000 
units are proposed to be built in the United States, most of which are planned to be located in the 
Southeastern United States. 

Like the AP600, the AP1000 utilizes passive safety features that, once actuated, depend on 
natural forces, such as gravity, condensation and natural circulation, to perform required safety 
functions.  These passive safety systems result in increased plant safety and have also 
significantly simplified plant systems, equipment and plant operation and maintenance.  In both 
the AP600 and AP1000 designs, there are 60 percent fewer valves, 75 percent less piping, 80 
percent less control cable, 35 percent fewer pumps, and 50 percent less seismic building volume 
than in a conventional reactor.  This greatly simplified design complies with all of the NRC 
regulatory and safety requirements and EPRI Advanced Light Water Reactor Utility 
Requirements Document.  These features make this design easier and less expensive to build, 
operate, and maintain.  

The AP1000 was design certified by the NRC under 10 CFR 52, Appendix D in 2004.  It was 
also found to meet the U.S. NRC deterministic-safety and probabilistic-risk criteria with large 
margins.  The results of the Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) for the AP1000 design show a 
very low core damage frequency, i.e., the probability of an accident that would result in core 
damage.  The Nuclear Regulatory Commission requires that plants be designed such that the risk 
of core damage resulting from an emergency will occur 1 time or less in a 10,000 year period.  
The AP1000 is designed to have a core damage probability of 1 or less in every 2,500,000 years.     
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With the AP600 design certified by the NRC as a starting point, a minimum number of 
changes were made to realize a significant increase in power in AP1000.  The reactor vessel for 
the AP1000 is the same diameter as for the AP600, but the number of fuel assemblies is only 
minimally increased from 145 to 157 and the height of the core was increased from 12 feet to 14 
feet.  In addition, to increase the output of the reactor, reactor coolant pumps and steam 
generators have been increased in size.  The design of these larger reactor components are based 
on components that are used in operating PWRs or have been developed and tested for new 
PWRs.  In order to maintain adequate safety margins, the capacity of the passive safety features 
have been selectively increased based on insights from the AP600 test and analysis results.  As a 
result, more than 90 percent of the design for the plant had already been completed and more 
than 80 percent of the AP600 Safety Analysis Report remained unchanged for the AP1000.  A 
pre-certification review phase was completed in March 2002 and was successful in establishing 
the applicability of the AP600 test program and AP600 safety analysis codes to the AP1000 
design certification.  

Electrical and Thermal Output – The AP1000 has a net electric output based a current 
engineering capabilities of 1,117MWe, reactor power (thermal) of 3,400 MWth.  Its Fuel Type is 
4.95% enriched UO2.  Major components include a single reactor pressure vessel, two steam 
generators, and four reactor coolant pumps for converting reactor thermal energy into steam.  A 
single high-pressure turbine and three low-pressure turbines drive a single electric generator.  

 
Detailed Description of the Components and Operations of the Unit – The AP1000 

reactor is connected to two steam generators via two primary hot leg pipes and four primary cold 
leg pipes.  A reactor coolant pump is located in each primary cold leg pipe to circulate 
pressurized reactor coolant water through the reactor core.  The reactor coolant pumps circulate 
reactor coolant through the reactor core making contact with the fuel rods which contain the 
enriched uranium dioxide fuel.  As the reactor coolant passes through the reactor core, heat from 
the nuclear fission process is removed from the reactor.  This heat is transported to the steam 
generators by the circulating reactor coolant and passes through the tubes of the steam generators 
to heat the feedwater from the secondary system.  The reactor coolant is then returned to the 
reactor by the reactor coolant pumps, where it is reheated to start the heat transfer cycle over 
again.  Inside the steam generators, the reactor heat from the primary system is transferred 
through the walls of the tubes to convert the incoming feedwater from the secondary system into 
steam.  The steam is transported from the steam generators by main steam piping to drive the 
high-pressure and low-pressure turbines connected to an electric generator to produce electricity.  
The turbine is an 1,800-rpm, tandem-compound, six-flow, reheat unit.  The high-pressure turbine 
element includes one double-flow, high-pressure turbine.  The low-pressure turbine elements 
include three double-flow, low-pressure turbines.  The turbine generator system will be 
manufactured by Toshiba.  After passing through the high and low pressure turbines, the steam is 
condensed back to water by cooled water circulated inside the titanium tubes located in the three 
condensers.  The condensate is then preheated and pumped back to the steam generators as 
feedwater to repeat the steam cycle.  The condenser is a three-shell, single-pass, multi-pressure 
unit.  The unit thermal efficiency of the complete cycle is approximately 35%.  

 
The AP1000 pressurized water reactor works on the simple concept that, in the event of a 

design-basis accident (such as a coolant pipe break), the plant is designed to achieve and 
maintain safe shutdown condition without any operator action and without the need for AC 
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power or pumps.  The AP1000 passive safety systems require no operator actions to mitigate 
design-basis accidents.  These systems use natural forces such as gravity, natural circulation, 
evaporation, condensation and compressed gas to achieve their safety function.  No pumps, fans, 
diesels, chillers, or other active machinery are used, except for a few simple valves that 
automatically align and actuate the passive safety systems.  To provide high reliability, these 
valves are designed to move to their safeguard positions upon loss of power or upon receipt of a 
safeguards actuation signal.  Only a single move is required for each valve, which is powered by 
multiple, reliable Class 1E DC power batteries.  The passive safety systems do not require the 
large network of active safety support systems (ac power, diesels, HVAC, pumped cooling 
water) that are needed in typical nuclear plants.  As a result, in the case of the AP1000, active 
support systems no longer are considered to be “safety related”, and they are either simplified or 
eliminated.  With less safety-related equipment, the seismic Category 1 building volumes needed 
to house safety-related equipment are greatly reduced.  In fact, most of the safety equipment can 
now be located within containment, resulting in fewer containment penetrations. 

 
Many active components are included in the AP1000, but are designated as non safety-

related.  Multiple levels of defense for accident mitigation are provided, resulting in extremely 
low core-damage probabilities while minimizing occurrences of containment flooding, 
pressurization and heat-up.  
 

3. SITE SELECTION 
 
SCE&G conducted the site selection study for one or more possible new nuclear units in 

2005. In that study, SCE&G reviewed the evaluations that had already been performed on a 
number of potential power plant sites in its service territory.  Those evaluations included the 
evaluation conducted in originally selecting the location of the VCSNS Unit 1, the evaluation for 
possible sites for a second unit, and several subsequent site evaluation studies related to the 
possible siting of additional fossil-fueled plants.   

 
SCE&G added one additional site, the Savannah River Site (SRS), to this list of previously 

studied sites for evaluation in 2005.  SRS was identified as a potential site since it was within 
SCE&G service territory and had been evaluated as a potential nuclear site in recent industry 
studies by third parties (including a study conducted by NuStart Energy Development, LLC 
(“NuStart”) an association of utilities considering constructing nuclear construction.   

 
A siting study conducted by Dames & Moore in 1974 had evaluated 18 potential nuclear 

power plant sites located across the SCE&G service territory as possible sites for a second 
nuclear power plant in addition to VCSNS Unit 1.  The findings of that study indicated that 
several potential locations within SCE&G’s service territory were suitable for such a unit.  In 
2005, SCE&G revaluated these sites based on the results of the earlier study.  Based on the 2005 
evaluation, SCE&G determined that none of these 18 sites were “obviously superior” to VCSNS 
as sites for a new nuclear plant, especially considering: 

 
• VCSNS’ status as an existing nuclear power plant site, the extensive nuclear-related 

infrastructure and personnel already present on the site, as well as SCE&G’s 25 years of 
experience in nuclear operations at that location; 
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• The availability on the VCSNS site of adequate land and water for construction of new 
units; 

• The availability of existing transportation and transmission infrastructure on the VCSNS 
site; and 

• The VCSNS site’s favorable location with respect to SCE&G loads. 
 
SCE&G had commissioned additional site selection studies in the 1980s (Dames & Moore 

1982, 1988) to identify sites for potential future fossil-fueled power plants.  Not all criteria used 
for fossil plant siting studies are directly applicable to nuclear plants.  Nonetheless, these studies 
consistently identified sites at VCSNS as being among the most preferable of the sites they 
evaluated for the construction of a new, base load generating unit to serve SCE&G’s system.   

 
Based on the conclusion that no previously evaluated sites were “obviously superior” to 

VCSNS, the 2005 siting study focused on comparing VCSNS to the previously unevaluated SRS 
site.  This aspect of the evaluation was conducted in accordance with the overall process outlined 
in the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Technical Report TR-1006878, Siting Guide: 
Site Selection and Evaluation Criteria for an Early Site Permit Application (Siting Guide), March 
2002.  The technical evaluation for this study was conducted by Dr. Kyle Turner (McCallum-
Turner) who was also the principal investigator for development of the EPRI Siting Guide.  This 
process, as adapted for the SCE&G site selection study, is depicted in Figure 1 below.  

  
Screening-level criteria developed from the EPRI Existing Site Criteria were applied to the 

evaluation of the two sites.  Once these initial screening-level evaluations were developed, 
reconnaissance-level on-site visits were conducted to support the site selection analysis.   

 
Using all available data (including reconnaissance data) and criteria developed based on the 

EPRI general site criteria, detailed site suitability evaluations of the two alternative sites were 
conducted and overall composite site suitability ratings were developed.   

 
The VCSNS site was found to rate higher in the railroad access, transmission access, and 

seismic criteria; the two sites were rated essentially equal in the remaining criteria (Ref. Table 1).  
Overall, based on the screening-level composite evaluation, VCSNS was found to be a superior 
location for the SCE&G COL application (Ref. Figure 2).  Environmental and geological 
information concerning the site is summarized on Exhibit P to this Application. 
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Figure 1: Site Selection Process Overview 
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Table 1: Screening Evaluation Ratings 
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Weight Factor 

Potential Site 
Name 

9.8  4.4  8.6  5.9  5.6  5.6  6.7  7.4  9.8  6.3 

 

Site Ratings 

SRS  3.5  5  4  4 4 4 4.79 1.00 2  4.5  246.6 

VCSNS  4  5  4  4 4 4 4.96 4.94 3  5  294.7 

 

Screening Criteria  

Criteria presented in Table 1, were derived from the existing site criteria listed in Section 4.2 of the EPRI 
Siting Guide: Site Selection and Evaluation Criteria for an Early Site Permit Application (Siting Guide), 
March 2002.  They were intended to provide insights into the overall site suitability trade-offs between 
the two sites and to take advantage of data available during the site selection process. 

Criterion Ratings – Each site was assigned a rating of 1 to 5 (1 = least suitable, 5 = most suitable) for 
each of the potential site evaluation criteria.  Information sources for these evaluations included publicly 
available data, information available from SCE&G files and personnel, site visits, and large scale satellite 
photographs.   

Weight Factors – Weight factors reflecting the relative importance of these criteria were synthesized 
from those developed for previous nuclear power plant siting studies.  The weight factors were originally 
derived using methodology consistent with the modified Delphi process specified in the Siting Guide.  
Weight factors used (1 = least important, 10 = most important) are listed in the table below. 

Composite Suitability Ratings – Ratings reflecting the overall suitability of each site were developed by 
multiplying criterion ratings by the criterion weight factors and summing over all criteria for each site. 



 

Figure 2: Screening Evaluation Composite Site Suitability Ratings 
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Figure 3: 50 mile radius 
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Figure 4: 6 mile radius 
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Figure 5: Site Layout 
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Figure 6: AP1000 Standard Plant Layout 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This exhibit provides an overview of the terms of the qualifications of the members of the 
consortium of Westinghouse Electric Company, LLC and Stone & Webster, Inc., which will 
undertake to supply two Westinghouse AP1000 Advanced Passive Safety Power Plants 
(AP1000) units to be constructed as the as V. C. Summer Nuclear Station (VCSNS) Units 2 & 3 
(the Units or the Facilities).    

 
2. QUALIFICATIONS OF WESTINGHOUSE AND STONE & WEBSTER 

 
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company (SCE&G) has signed an Engineering, 

Procurement and Construction Agreement (EPC Contract) with consortium of Westinghouse 
Electric Company, LLC (Westinghouse) and Stone & Webster, Inc. (Stone & Webster) to 
construct two AP1000 units in Jenkinsville, South Carolina.  Westinghouse, a group company of 
Toshiba Corporation, is the world's pioneering nuclear power company and is a leading 
international supplier of nuclear plant products and technologies to utilities.  Westinghouse 
supplied the world’s first pressurized water reactor (PWR) in 1957 in Shippingport, 
Pennsylvania. and supplied the Parr Experimental Nuclear Plant reactor which SCE&G and a 
consortium of other Southeastern utilities operate adjacent to the VCSNS site in the mid-1960s.  
Today, Westinghouse technology is the basis for approximately one-half of the world's operating 
nuclear plants, including 60 percent of those in the United States.   In addition, the Westinghouse 
AP1000 PWR technology has held design certification from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) since 2004. 

 
Stone & Webster, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Shaw Group, Inc. (Shaw), designed 

and constructed the first commercial reactor at Shippingport, Pennsylvania, and was integral in 
the licensing, design, engineering, and construction of numerous commercial nuclear power 
plants including Beaver Valley, Fitzpatrick, Nine Mile Point, North Anna, Maine Yankee, 
Shoreham, Surry, Millstone, and River Bend. Stone & Webster also participated in construction 
of the Parr Experimental Nuclear Plant.   

 
A Fortune 500 company with nearly $6 billion in annual revenues, Shaw is headquartered 

in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and employs approximately 27,000 people at its offices and 
operations in North America, South America, Europe, the Middle East and the Asia-Pacific 
region.  Westinghouse and Shaw have worked together over the past two and a half years in a 
teaming arrangement to develop a complete AP1000 Nuclear Plant standard “package” approach 
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which is being offered to the utility industry.  Both companies have made substantial, internally 
funded financial and technical investments in the engineering and design, construction sequence 
and modularization planning of the AP1000 Nuclear Plant.  In addition, Westinghouse is 
providing the design of the nuclear steam supply systems for four AP1000 units to be built in 
China, and both Westinghouse and Stone & Webster have signed an EPC Contract to build two 
units for Southern Company outside of Augusta, Georgia.  

 
The purchase of Westinghouse by Toshiba Corporation and Shaw was completed in 

2006. Toshiba Corporation is the majority owner and Shaw holds a 20% interest. Toshiba 
America, Inc. (TAI) is the holding company for one of the nation's leading group of advanced 
technology companies, with approximately 8,000 employees in the U.S.   Toshiba Corporation is 
a multinational conglomerate manufacturing company, headquartered in Tokyo, Japan.  The 
company's businesses are in high technology, electrical engineering and electronics fields.  The 
company is the world's ninth largest integrated manufacturer of electric and electronic 
equipment, with some 161,000 employees worldwide and consolidated annual sales of over 
US$53 billion. This consortium of companies provides a teaming agreement that offers utilities 
combined engineering, design, procurement, and construction services through a single entity for 
building an AP1000 Nuclear Power Plant. 

 
The Westinghouse/Stone & Webster team has developed a detailed implementation plan 

and infrastructure for implementing AP1000 projects.   A joint implementation plan, integrated 
EPC schedule and cost estimate have been developed.  Stone & Webster has participated in the 
design of the “modular” construction approach with Westinghouse over the past several years 
and together the team has developed the processes and procedures for modular construction of 
AP1000 plants.  Using this method, sections of the plant are fabricated in centralized 
manufacturing facilities remote to the site and transported to the site for final assembly.  Modular 
assembly is a key means that will be employed to reduce the construction cost and optimize the 
construction schedule for VCSNS Units 2 & 3. 

 
3. BASIS FOR SELECTING WESTINGHOUSE AND STONE & WEBSTER 

 
Both technical and financial evaluations of new nuclear technologies, performed initially 

in 2005 and again in 2007, resulted in and confirmed the selection of the Westinghouse AP1000 
design as the preferred technology for VCSNS Units 2 & 3.  The evaluations were conducted as 
a structured process, assessing various attributes of the reviewed technologies for the reactor 
power plant consortiums.  The technical evaluation appraised attributes in ten key areas weighted 
as follows: Cost Escalation Risk 20%, Ability to Meet Schedule/Commercial Operation Date 
15%, Design Features/Technology 15%, Licensing 15%, Confidence in Ability to Execute 10%, 
Security 5%, Engineering Completeness 5%, Supply Chain 5%, Construction/Testing Duration 
5%, Fleet Collaboration 5%.  The cost evaluation criteria were Projected Operations & 
Maintenance Cost $/MWh, and Overnight Construction Cost $/KWe.  Both the technical and 
financial evaluations indicated the AP1000 technology to be the preferred choice.   

 
Reactor technologies and vendors evaluated were the: 1) Westinghouse - AP1000, 2) 

General Electric - Economic Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (ESBWR), and 3) 
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UniStar/AREVA - Evolutionary Power Reactor (EPR).  The AP1000 and ESBWR are passive 
safety designs with the EPR being an active safety design.  The AP1000 had significant strengths 
in the key attributes of: 

 
Licensing 

 
Under the procedures laid out in 10CFR Part 52 by the NRC, the first step for licensing of 

new nuclear technologies is the issuance of a Final Design Approval, which constitutes an 
approval of the design of the principal systems for a type of unit.  At the time of selection, out of 
the ESBWR, EPR and AP1000 technologies, only the AP1000 had received NRC Final Design 
Approval.  The AP1000 Safety Evaluation Report and the Final Design Approval provided the 
NRC’s basis for concluding the AP1000 meets all of the applicable regulatory requirements and 
can be referenced by an applicant for a Combined Operating License (COL).   At the time of 
selection, the ESBWR was in review by the NRC for Final Design Approval and the EPR 
technology had yet to be submitted to the NRC for Final Design Approval.   
 

The second stage in the NRC review and licensing process is the licensing of a specific 
plant, including all systems, facilities and processes, through the COL process.  The NRC 
expressed a preference that the potential owners and designer of each reactor technology 
collaborate in the filing of a lead reference plant COL Application (COLA), which is the 
Bellefonte Units No. 3 & No. 4 for the AP1000 technology.  For follow-on power plants of like 
technology, the NRC will allow reference to the standard sections of the reference plant COLA.  
The NRC would then only have to review site specific deviations from the reference plant 
COLA.  The utilization of a reference plant COLA minimizes multiple NRC reviews of the same 
material, thus more effectively utilizing resources and optimizing the review schedule without 
degradation of the quality of the safety review. 

 
The COLA for the TVA Bellefonte Units 3 & 4 (AP1000 Reference Plant) was submitted 

for NRC review on October 30, 2007.  Through its participation in NuStart Development, LLC, 
SCE&G and other entities considering building AP1000 units are assisting in coordinating the 
AP1000 Reference Plant licensing. 

 
 Ability to Meet the Desired Schedule/Commercial Operation Date  

 
The Westinghouse/Stone & Webster consortium contractually committed to the 2016 

Commercial Operation Date for VCSNS Unit 2.  The AP1000 Design Control Document having 
received NRC Final Design Approval for reference in the COLA minimizes risk of issues arising 
during NRC COLA review that would negatively impact the 2016 commercial operation date 
schedule. 
 

Cost 
 
The construction and operation of two AP1000 nuclear power plants was calculated to 

have the lowest capital cost $/KWe was evaluated to be competitive with the other reactor 
technologies on long term Operations & Maintenance cost $/MWe, and was determined to be the 
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best site utilization for MWe (two medium sized units vs. one large unit).  Considering licensing 
and design status along with industry/utility collaborative effort/support, the AP1000 was judged 
to be the best technology for cost containment during design and construction. 

 
Collaboration Opportunities  
 
Given the knowledge of industry activities and direction, including NuStart and the 

regional utilities with which SCE&G has long standing cooperative relationships, the greatest 
opportunity for collaboration from initial licensing activities through long term operation of the 
stations is with the AP1000 technology.  It is likely that a number of AP1000 units will be built 
in the Southeast which will maximize the benefits of potential collaborative efforts. 

 
Technology Preferences 
 
The Pressurized Water Reactor technology was favored over the Boiling Water Reactor 

technology because of the knowledge base and experience at the current operating V. C. Summer 
Nuclear Station.  Additionally, the synergistic effects achievable at a multiple unit station will be 
maximized by use of similar and familiar technologies.   

 
As discussed in Exhibit A, above, the AP1000 provides dramatic simplifications in the 

plant design which has been achieved with the use of passive safety features.  With the passive 
safety design, there are significantly fewer pumps, valves, and piping; therefore, regulatory 
programs, inspection requirements, maintenance programs, and procurement can be 
correspondingly simplified.  The smaller, simpler, designs with significantly fewer components 
provide a clear advantage over active plant designs in regard to long term Operations & 
Maintenance considerations. 

 
The AP1000 power output of 1117MWe is optimally sized to match the Company’s 

projected load growth profile.  It minimizes excess reserve margin and allows for the optimized 
addition of a second unit in sequence with the first to match system load growth.  In addition, the 
interruption of power from a single unit of a twin AP1000 configuration would have a less 
dramatic impact on the Company’s generation capacity and transmission grid stability than 
would the interruption of power from a single unit of roughly twice the size. 

 
Based on results of the initial 2005 reactor vendor evaluation and the review of that 

evaluation performed in 2007, SCE&G determined that the AP1000 power plant technology 
supplied through the Westinghouse/Stone & Webster consortium was the preferred option to 
meet its need for new nuclear generation. 

 



EXHIBIT C 

INFORMATION CONCERNING THE ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT AND 
CONSTRUCTION AGREEMENT (EPC CONTRACT) 

Combined Application of South Carolina Electric & Gas Company for a 
 Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and 

Necessity and for a Base Load Review Order 
Public Service Commission Docket No. 2008-196-E 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

This Exhibit C provides an overview of the terms of the Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Agreement (EPC Contract) related to two Westinghouse AP1000 Advanced 
Passive Safety Power Plants units to be constructed as the V. C. Summer Nuclear Station 
(VCSNS) Units 2 & 3 (the Units or the Facility).   The costs and payments related to 
construction of the Units are set forth in Exhibit F to this Application. 

2. TERMS OF THE EPC CONTRACT 

Overview – South Carolina Electric & Gas Co., for itself, and as agent for the South 
Carolina Public Service Authority (Santee-Cooper), has finalized an EPC Contract with a 
consortium consisting of Westinghouse Electric Co., LLC (Westinghouse) and Stone & Webster, 
Inc., a subsidiary of the Shaw Group, Inc. (Shaw).   Westinghouse is engaged in the business of 
designing, developing and supplying commercial nuclear facilities and has developed a 
pressurized water nuclear power plant known as the AP1000.  Shaw is engaged in the business of 
designing and constructing industrial and power generation facilities. Under the EPC Contract, 
Westinghouse and Shaw will provide the design, engineering, procurement and installation of the 
equipment and materials, and construction and testing of two nuclear units based on the AP1000 
design. (Except as otherwise indicated, capitalized items indicate defined terms in the EPC 
Contract.) 

Schedule – The proposed Guaranteed Substantial Completion Dates for the two nuclear 
units are April 1, 2016 and January 1, 2019, respectively.  On March 31, 2008, SCE&G issued a 
Limited Authorization to Proceed to Westinghouse/Stone & Webster for the procurement of 
major equipment in order to meet this schedule.  SCE&G and Westinghouse/Stone & Webster 
signed the EPC Contract on May 23, 2008.  The Combined Construction and Operating License 
Application (COLA) was submitted to the NRC on March 31, 2008 with an anticipated NRC 
review time of three and one half years.  NRC approval of the COLA is required prior to the 
initiation of nuclear safety related construction. In the meantime, non-nuclear safety related 
construction will proceed upon the approval of the Public Service Commission and other 
permitting agencies. 
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Performance Standards – The EPC Contract requires Westinghouse/Stone & Webster 
to perform and complete its obligations under the EPC Contract in accordance with applicable 
laws, the terms of the EPC Contract, Industry Codes and Standards and Good Industry Practices, 
all of which are explicitly defined in the EPC Contract. Westinghouse/Stone & Webster is solely 
responsible for all construction means, methods, techniques, sequences, procedures, safety and 
quality assurance and quality control programs in connection with the performance of the 
Westinghouse/Stone & Webster work.  Project Work and financial reporting are clearly defined 
in the EPC Contract in order to maintain an ongoing awareness of the project status and 
communicate accurate work schedules and financial projections.  The EPC Contract provides a 
detailed Scope of Work/Supply and Division of Responsibilities for Westinghouse/Stone & 
Webster and SCE&G.  

Subcontractors and Vendors – Westinghouse/Stone & Webster has the right to have 
portions of the work performed by subcontractors who are identified in the EPC Contract and 
subject to SCE&G’s review. Westinghouse/Stone & Webster is responsible for the actions and 
omissions of all subcontractors. Westinghouse/Stone & Webster is responsible for all equipment 
meeting the requirements of the EPC Contract.  For Major Equipment, specifically identified in 
the EPC Contract, Westinghouse/Stone & Webster contractually commits that it shall in good 
faith fully and promptly perform and observe all of the agreements, terms, covenants and 
conditions required to be performed by Westinghouse/Stone & Webster under any material 
provision of a subcontract for Major Equipment (a “Major Equipment Purchase Order”).  The 
EPC Contract includes specific controls for Major Equipment Vendors, to include shop schedule 
reservation, default notices and follow-action required and termination protection requirements 
for SCE&G. 

Permits and Licenses – SCE&G is responsible for obtaining, maintaining and paying for 
SCE&G permits and licenses, to include the Combined Operating License (“COLA”) for the 
Units. Westinghouse/Stone & Webster is committed to providing support in this effort including 
support for Nuclear Regulatory Commission (“NRC”) inspections, tests and analysis in 
accordance with the NRC’s Integrated Tests, Acceptance and Approval Criteria (ITAAC). 

Quality Assurance – Westinghouse and Stone & Webster has sole responsibility for the 
quality assurance and quality control of their work. Westinghouse/Stone & Webster will utilize a 
Project Quality Assurance Program (PQAP) that meets the Code of Federal Regulations and that 
is accepted by SCE&G.  The PQAP and associated policies and procedures shall address 
Westinghouse/Stone & Webster’s Scope of Work, including, without limitation, systems, 
structures and components in a manner consistent with their classification with respect to their 
importance to nuclear safety or their importance to the capacity, operability and reliability of the 
Facility as classified in the AP1000 Nuclear Power Plant Design Control Document.  The EPC 
Contract (Article 5) also includes requirements for subcontractor quality assurance, reporting of 
defects and noncompliance, quality control and inspection activities, access and auditing at 
Westinghouse/Stone & Webster and subcontractor facilities, witness and hold points for 
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manufacturing and fabrication of equipment and SCE&G’s right to inspect and stop work. 
SCE&G shall have reasonable access to the work at the Westinghouse and Stone & Webster’s 
facilities and their subcontractor’s facilities for observation and inspection, including auditing of 
activities for conformance with the requirements of the PQAP.  

Pricing – The contract price and price adjustment provisions are detailed in the EPC 
Contract. The pricing model used to develop the definitive Contract Price is consistent with 
Westinghouse/Stone & Webster’s Scope of Work and project schedule referenced in the EPC 
Contract. The EPC Contract provides detail for each of the pricing categories, to include 
Equipment, Transportation, Home Office, Construction – Direct, Construction – Indirect, QA , 
Other and Cost Contingency. The pricing model also includes three categories of pricing 
elements, to include Fixed or Firm (Fixed/Firm) Price, Target Price and Time and Material 
(T/M) Price.  

Under Fixed/Firm pricing, fixed elements have no associated escalation rates.  Firm 
elements are subject to definitively established escalation percentages, such that final price 
depends only upon the timing of completion of the work, or are subject to reported inflation 
indices.  See Exhibit I to this Application for more information concerning the indices and 
escalation factors that apply to each of the categories of work under the EPC Contract. 

The Fixed or Firm Price applies to the portions of Westinghouse/Stone & Webster’s 
Scope of Work in a number of areas that are well defined, including Equipment, work with 
detailed scope descriptions and clear division of responsibilities, interfaces with other work, 
scheduling, manufacturing and procurement. Fixed/Firm price billing will be established with a 
series of progress and milestone payments based on project schedule milestones or equipment 
milestones.  

Westinghouse/Stone & Webster and SCE&G’s goal in the negotiations has been to 
maximize the Firm/Fixed portion of the pricing. More than fifty percent (50%) of the total EPC 
Contract cost is subject to Fixed/Firm pricing.  An additional percentage of the contract cost 
projection may be converted to Fixed/Firm in future months upon acceptance by SCE&G of 
Fixed/Firm quotes from Westinghouse/Stone & Webster which Westinghouse/Stone & Webster 
has agreed to provide for aspects of the work.  The precise percentages in question are provided 
on the Confidential Version of Exhibit I. 

The Target Price applies to the portions of Westinghouse/Stone & Webster’s Scope of 
Work that are not as well defined or would involve higher levels of price and schedule risk and 
contingency. As part of the Target Price approach, a payment structure is applied that provides 
incentive to complete the Target Price portion of work under the Established Target Price by 
having SCE&G and Westinghouse/Stone & Webster share proportionally the savings. 
Conversely, the Westinghouse/Stone & Webster profit is reduced in proportion to the degree to 
which the Target Price Work exceeds the Established Target Price with a profit minimum 
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established.  A projected payment plan based on the work to be performed and with itemized 
projected costs will be provided to SCE&G prior to the commencement of Target Price Work. 

The Time and Materials (T&M) portion of the Contract Price covers the portions of 
Westinghouse/Stone & Webster’s Scope of Work which cannot be fully defined at this time for 
any number of reasons. T/M rates agreed upon by SCE&G and Westinghouse/Stone & Webster 
are included in the EPC Contract.  The Westinghouse/Stone & Webster Sales, General & 
Administrative Costs (SGA) are clearly shown in the Contract Pricing and open for SCE&G’s 
review.  Estimated costs for these aspects of the work are included in the Contract price and is 
reflected on in the capital cost projections contained in Exhibit F.  

Values for certain Westinghouse/Stone & Webster contingencies and risks have been 
negotiated and are set forth in Exhibit I to this Application.  The price adjustment indices will 
include negotiated indices as well as industry and market based indices. 

Change Orders – Article 9 of the EPC Contract specifies the criteria for authorized 
Changes in the work.  Westinghouse/Stone & Webster is entitled to a Change Order under 
certain designated conditions, which specified conditions include, without limitation, such things 
as a Change in Law or an Uncontrollable Circumstance defined in Article 1 of the EPC Contract. 
The EPC Contract specifies those types of Changes that require SCE&G approval. Furthermore, 
SCE&G can request a Change if it does not adversely impact nuclear or industrial safety and if it 
results in a financial benefit to SCE&G.  The Change Order process is outlined in Article 9, to 
include the information required with the Change Order submittal, review and agreement by 
Westinghouse/Stone & Webster and SCE&G, payment schedule and the handling of disputes. 

Testing and Acceptance – Article 11 of the EPC Contract gives the scope of testing at 
the site, to include Construction and Installation Tests, Preoperational Tests, Startup Tests and 
the Performance Test.  The adequacy of construction and installation of components and systems 
will be verified by construction inspection and installation tests. During the construction period, 
Westinghouse/Stone & Webster erects the structure, installs plant equipment and performs 
construction verification and inspection tests.  All of these activities are executed, controlled and 
documented in accordance with Westinghouse/Stone & Webster approved procedures.  On a 
system basis, completion of this phase of the test program demonstrates that the system is ready 
for Preoperational Testing.  

The system will be turned over to the Joint Test Working Group consisting of 
Westinghouse/Stone & Webster and SCE&G personnel, under the direction of 
Westinghouse/Stone & Webster.  Preoperational Tests will be performed to demonstrate that the 
components and systems perform in accordance with selected design requirements so that initial 
Nuclear Fuel loading, initial criticality and subsequent power operation can be safely undertaken 
in accordance with requirements of the Law and applicable Government Approvals.  
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Upon the successful completion of the Preoperational Test for a system or facility and 
provided that the other criteria specified in Article 12 of the EPC Contract are satisfied, 
Mechanical Completion for that system will be declared. At that point, Westinghouse/Stone & 
Webster will turn over care, custody and control of that system to SCE&G.  Once all systems 
and facilities are turned over SCE&G, mechanical completion of the Plant is achieved. 

The Startup Test program, which remains under the direction of the Joint Test Working 
Group, will begin with initial Nuclear Fuel loading and progresses through heat-up, criticality 
and power operations, completing the nuclear operating objectives and verifications specified in 
the EPC Contract.  Upon successful completion of the Startup Tests, the Performance Test will 
be run to determine whether the Unit meets the Net Unit Electrical Output Guarantee.  This test 
for the Unit will be conducted during a period of continuous operation of one hundred hours. 
Upon successful completion of the Performance Test, Substantial Completion will be declared.  

Final Completion of a Unit shall be deemed to have occurred upon the completion of the 
Final Completion Punch List and other work required under the EPC Contract with the exception 
of obligations under the Warranties.  Article 13 of the EPC Contract specifies the liquidated 
damages that Westinghouse/Stone & Webster will be responsible for due to Substantial 
Completion schedule delays and/or unsatisfactory Performance Test results.  

Warranties – As required by Article 14 of the EPC Contract, Westinghouse/Stone & 
Webster warrants that the Equipment and each Unit shall be free from defects in design, 
workmanship and material and shall conform to the design specifications and drawings, and 
changes thereto, prepared by Westinghouse/Stone & Webster or its subcontractors for the design, 
engineering and construction of the Facility.  This section of the EPC Contract covers other 
requirements, to include warranty periods, remedy, warranty work deferral, services warranty, 
warranty of title and limitations and disclaimers. 

Miscellaneous – The remaining articles of the EPC Contract cover the following: 
Insurance; Limitation of Liability; Liens; Proprietary Data; Environmental - Hazardous 
Materials; Title - Risk of Loss; Suspension and Termination; Safety - Incident Reporting; 
Qualifications and Protection of Assigned Personnel (including provisions for fitness for duty 
and security screening; training to environmental, OSHA, NRC and other applicable Laws, NRC 
Whistleblower Provision and respirator protection); Records and Audits; Taxes; Dispute 
Resolution; Notices; Assignment; Waiver; Modification (pertains to EPC Contract provisions); 
Survival; Transfer; Governing Law - Waiver of Jury Trial - Certain Federal Laws; Relationship 
of Owner (SCE&G) and Contractor (Westinghouse/Stone & Webster); Third Party Beneficiaries; 
Representations and Warranties; and Miscellaneous Provisions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This Exhibit D provides information concerning the supplier for major components of 
the proposed V. C. Summer Nuclear Station (VCSNS) Units 2 & 3 and the basis for selection of 
suppliers and quality control by the principal nuclear systems contractor, Westinghouse Electric 
Company, LLC (Westinghouse).  Under the terms of the Engineering, Procurement and 
Construction Agreement (EPC Contract) for Units 2 & 3, certain suppliers of major components 
have been selected for the project, and other suppliers of major components will be selected from 
pre-approved lists.  All suppliers will be screened and required to comply with Westinghouse’s 
quality assurance program, as described below. 

2. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM 

Overview – Westinghouse uses a comprehensive evaluation methodology to select 
vendors to supply components for the AP1000 Advanced Passive Safety Power Plant (AP1000).  
Important factors influencing a decision to source a supplier for a component include:  the 
supplier being listed on the Westinghouse qualified suppliers list, the supplier having a standing 
relationship with Westinghouse for the supply of the specific type of component, and the 
supplier having a proven track record of successfully supplying quality components to the 
nuclear industry.   Once it has been determined that a vendor satisfies these criteria, 
Westinghouse conducts an onsite audit to perform an in-person assessment of the potential 
supplier’s facilities, capabilities, and programs.  The qualification process is further described 
below.   

The Westinghouse Quality Management System – The Westinghouse Quality 
Management System (QMS) requires that suppliers of safety-related items and services be 
evaluated and approved by Westinghouse Quality prior to the supplier’s designation as a 
qualified supplier, or placement of a purchase order to the supplier.  Active qualified suppliers of 
safety-related items, including suppliers accredited under national industry codes such as ASME, 
are evaluated annually and audited, except under special circumstances, every three years.  
Westinghouse Quality determines the need to conduct supplier audits based on an evaluation that 
is conducted in accordance with ASME NQA-1.  Documentation of the acceptability of suppliers 
is maintained and identifies the items and/or services to be supplied. 

 
Suppliers are evaluated and selected considering the historical quality performance data 

and audit/survey reports to the extent applicable to the item or service being procured.  
Westinghouse has developed the procedures for the evaluation and selection of suppliers as well 
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as monitoring of supplier performance in accordance with quality requirements including the 
following: 

• Westinghouse procedures specify the requirements for the Supplier’s quality 
assurance program which must be established and implemented for the supply of the 
designated items and services.  These documents specify the administrative 
requirements applicable to Westinghouse witness/hold points. 

• Westinghouse procedures detail the requirements for the Supplier’s quality system 
used in design, testing and manufacture of nuclear safety-related equipment, system 
and components.  The requirements are derived from the basic and supplemental 
requirements of ASME NQA-1, Part 1, 1994 Edition.  This procedure implements 
the requirements of PQR-1 for safety-related items. 

• The Westinghouse procedure for Supplier Qualification and Evaluation establishes 
the requirements for evaluation and qualification of Suppliers and for conducting a 
quality program audit.  Results of evaluations and audits performed under this 
procedure are documented in a Supplier Audit/Evaluation Survey (SAES) form.  
Suppliers that have been determined to be qualified, in accordance with 
Westinghouse procedures are placed on the Qualified Suppliers List for the item or 
service evaluated.  Qualified Suppliers are to be audited or surveyed on a triennial 
basis, or more frequent if circumstances dictate. 

 
For evaluation of Suppliers, Westinghouse may directly perform audits or, as member of 

the Nuclear Industry Assessment Committee (NIAC), evaluate audits performed by the NAIC’s 
shared audit program.  NIAC was formed in 1994 as an industry initiative to share the results of 
supplier audits.  The NAIC Shared Audit Program is based on a standardized approach for the 
performance of supplier assessments, utilizing a standard assessment checklist approved by all 
member of the NIAC.  The assessment checklist delineates those criteria of 10CFR50 Appendix 
B, ANSI N45.2, ASME NQA-1, ASME NCA-4000 and/or NCA-3800, which are applicable to 
nuclear suppliers for the item or service being supplied by the supplier.  For suppliers that are 
ASME certificate holders, they may be placed on the Westinghouse Qualified Suppliers List 
based on their certificates and are then subsequently audited during the fabrication process. 

3. DESIGNATED SUPPLIERS AND POTENTIAL SUPPLIERS 

Table 1 contains a list of potential Westinghouse major component suppliers for the 
AP1000 units to be built as VCSNS.  The table shows the  suppliers that have been qualified by 
the above Westinghouse criteria, suppliers that will partake in the China AP1000 projects, 
suppliers that currently supply to operating US nuclear plants, and which suppliers have been 
visited by Westinghouse.  The pages after Table 1 give belief descriptions of each major 
component vendor.   
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Reactor Vessel Head Doosan Heavy Industries & Construction Company X X X X
Reactor Coolant Pumps Curtiss‐Wright/ Electro‐Mechanical Corporation X X X X
Reactor Internals Doosan Heavy Industries & Construction Company X X X X

Major Tool & Machine, Inc X
Precision Custom Components X
Westinghouse Electric, LLC X X X X

Turbine Generator Toshiba Corporation X  X
Transformers Westinghouse Electric Supply Co. X X X
Control Rod Drive 
Mechanism System

Curtiss‐Wright/ Electro‐Mechanical Corporation
X X X

Balance of Plant Pumps Curtiss‐Wright/ Electro‐Mechanical Corporation X X X
Flowserve Corporation X X X
The Weir Group PLC X X
KSB X X

Containment Air Baffle Ansaldo Camozzi X X X
Chicago Bridge & Iron Company X
Joseph Oat X X X

Tanks Ansaldo Camozzi X X X
IHI Corporation X X X
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mponent Name Vendor / Alternate Vendors
W Qualified 
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ssurizer Ansaldo Camozzi X  X X
tor Coolant Piping Tioga Pipe Supply Company X X X
ainment Vessel Ansaldo Camozzi X  X X

Chicago Bridge & Iron Company X
Northrop Grumman Newport News

el Generators Caterpillar Inc. X

Siemens Corporation X X X X
ng Towers SPX Cooling Technologies, Inc. (Marley) X
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Ansaldo Camozzi  

The Camozzi Group is actively involved in the Energy sector through Ansaldo Camozzi 
Energy Special Components; the company has a long tradition in the nuclear special 
components market, having manufactured large-sized, high- complexity components that 
have met the highest quality standards and are in operation in various nuclear plants 
world-wide for many years.  

The Energy Division develops its activity at the premises in Milan, Italy with more than 
200 people and on a covered area of 16,000 sqm.  Ansaldo Camozzi Nuclear & Energy 
Special Components is an ASME N stamp holder since 1973.  It was the first company 
outside the USA to obtain the N and NPT ASME stamp.  In 1977, Ansaldo Camozzi 
Nuclear & Energy Special Components was listed in NRC White Book.  During 1994 the 
Certification of the Quality System according to ISO 9001 was obtained. 

On December 21, 2007 – Ansaldo Camozzi Energy Special Components S.p.A. 
(Camozzi Group), and Mangiarotti S.p.A. announced the signature of a co-operation 
agreement aimed at strengthening the ability to take on the nuclear market demands, by 
guaranteeing the availability of a coastal plant for the optimization of the transportation 
and logistics of large-size components. 

The synergy between Ansaldo Camozzi Nuclear & Energy Special Components S.p.A. 
and Mangiarotti S.p.A. is expected to lead to the employment of a total of 400 highly 
specialized technicians and to a production area of over 50,000 sqm, equipped with the 
best production equipment for the reference markets. 

Quality programs and certifications (e.g. ASME N and NPT stamps) from Ansaldo 
Camozzi will apply to the new entity which will be known as "Mangiarotti Nuclear 
S.p.A."   

This acquisition will require Westinghouse Quality review and approval prior to 
contract/fabrication implementation. 

Caterpillar Inc.  

Caterpillar, Inc. manufactures and sells construction and mining equipment, diesel and 
natural gas engines, and industrial gas turbines worldwide. Its machinery business 
includes the design, manufacture, marketing, and sale of construction, mining, and 
forestry machinery. The company also engages in the design, manufacture, 
remanufacture, maintenance, and services of rail-related products. The company’s 
engines business comprises the design, manufacture, marketing, and sale of engines for 
its machinery; electric power generation systems; on-highway vehicles and locomotives; 
and marine, petroleum, construction, industrial, agricultural, and other applications, as 
well as related parts. The company was founded in 1925 under the name Caterpillar 
Tractor Co. and changed its name to Caterpillar, Inc. in 1986. Caterpillar, Inc. is 
headquartered in Peoria, Illinois. 2007 revenues at Caterpillar Inc. totaled $42.0 billion. 
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Chicago Bridge & Iron Company 

Chicago Bridge & Iron is a global specialty engineering and construction company of 
approximately 17,000 employees that design, construct, and maintain liquefied natural 
gas storage tanks; petrochemical and gas processing plants; steel pressure vessels for 
high-temperature and nuclear containment applications; and heat transfer equipment. 
CB&I has built approximately 75% of the nuclear containment vessels that exist in the 
United States today.  The company also serves other large corporations in the 
hydrocarbon, energy, power generation, and petrochemical industries. Although it does 
about one-third of its business in Europe, Middle East, and Africa, almost half of CB&I's 
revenues are made in North America.  CB&I U.S. Operations are headquartered in the 
Woodlands, TX, with offices in several geographically convenient locations in the U.S.  

Curtiss-Wright Electro-Mechanical Corporation 

Curtiss-Wright Electro-Mechanical Corporation (CW-EMD) is a leader in the supply of 
critical function, electro-mechanical products. It is headquartered in Cheswick, PA. 
Innovative system and product solutions are based in the  legacy of over 100 years of 
Westinghouse technology.  More than 50 years ago, CW-EMD built critical function 
pumps for the first nuclear powered submarine, the USS Nautilus. Today, CW-EMD 
continues to develop, design and supply advanced electro-mechanical solutions for the 
US Navy, including the Navy's most advanced motors, generators and secondary 
propulsors.  Within the nuclear utility industry, CW-EMD supplies reactor coolant 
pumps, seals, motors and control rod drive mechanisms.   

Doosan Heavy Industries & Construction Company 

The Doosan Group, with a history spanning over 112 years, is the oldest and one of the 
largest conglomerates in Korea.  Doosan currently has 21 subsidiary companies in Korea 
and 112 overseas branch corporations in 33 countries.  With a total of over 35,000 
employees (20,000 in Korea and 15,000 overseas), in addition to a worldwide network of 
over 3,700 dealers, Doosan continues to implement a truly diversified global 
management strategy. 

Doosan’s annual financial performance has improved from US $2.3 billion in 2000 to US 
$19.8 billion in 2007 for an annual average growth rate of 34%.  In addition, Doosan 
posted a 25% annual growth in operating profits, rising from US $191.5 million in 2000 
to US $1.75 billion in 2007. Today, the Doosan Group has become one of the top ten 
enterprises in Korea. 

ENSA-Equipos Nucleares, S.A. 

ENSA specializes in manufacturing high quality heavy components for nuclear plants 
and industrial facilities that require high standards of quality. The main product line is 
that of heavy components of the Nuclear Steam Supply System of nuclear reactors.  
Other lines include smaller items for nuclear reactors, components for storage and 
transport of spent fuel assemblies and the design, supply and installation of equipment for 
radioactive waste treatment.  ENSA is located in Maliaño (Cantabria), on the northern 
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coast of Spain.  The plant started operations at the end of 1976. ENSA is accredited as an 
ASME Section III qualified supplier and holder of an N-stamp.  They are also certified to 
meet the requirements of ISO 9001. 

Flowserve 

Flowserve Corporation develops, manufactures, and sells precision-engineered flow 
control equipment, as well as provides a range of aftermarket equipment services. It 
operates in three divisions: Flowserve Pump, Flow Control, and Flow Solutions. The 
Flowserve Pump division offers engineered and industrial pumps and pump systems; 
submersible motors; replacement parts; and related equipment primarily to industrial 
markets. The Flow Control division designs, manufactures, and distributes industrial 
valve products. The Flow Solutions division offers mechanical seals, sealing systems, and 
parts principally to process industries. Flowserve Corporation operates in North America, 
Europe, Middle East, Africa, Asia Pacific, and Latin America. The company was founded 
in 1912 and is headquartered in Irving, Texas. Flowserve has more than 14,000 
employees in more than 56 countries, and its revenues were $3.8B in 2007.   

IHI Corporation 

IHI provides the primary equipment for hydroelectric, thermal and nuclear power 
systems. IHI is one of the three major Japanese manufacturers of boilers, which are a core 
element in thermal power plants. In addition to supplying boilers to many domestic 
Japanese power companies, IHI has been supplying power generation boilers to 
Australia, Southeast Asia, China, the Middle East and North America, including ten 
660,000 kW boilers to Australia. IHI has manufactured and constructed ultra-large scale 
boilers of over 1 million kW capacities for power generation. In nuclear power 
generation, IHI supplies main components such as reactor pressure vessels, primary 
containment vessels and piping systems.  IHI employees 6,864 people and had net sales 
of $11.7 billion in 2007.  IHI is headquartered in Tokyo, Japan and has a small ownership 
interest in Westinghouse Electric Company, LLC. 

Joseph Oat 

Joseph Oat Corporation is located on the Delaware River in Camden, New Jersey, 
directly across the river from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.   It is a privately owned 
company with approximately 117 employees.  Joseph Oat Corporation’s plant consists of 
140,000 sq. ft. of manufacturing space which allows them to fabricate vessels up to 20 ft. 
(6.1 M) in diameter, weighing up to 400,000 lbs. (182,000 kg.) and having an overall 
length of up to 200 ft. (60.8M) in one piece 

Joseph Oat Corporation produces heat exchangers, pressure vessels, and specialty 
products for general industrial applications and for the power industry as well as nuclear 
and fossil fueled power, geothermal,   cogeneration and other power applications.   The 
company fabricates products from virtually all metals used in construction, including 
carbon and low alloy steels, austenitic and ferritic grades of stainless steel, duplex steels, 
nickel alloys, copper and copper alloys, titanium and titanium alloys, zirconium, and 
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tantalum.  The company also fabricates stainless clad, nickel alloy clad, and titanium and 
zirconium cladded materials. 

Joseph Oat holds the following Certificates of Authorization from ASME:  N (N-1488), 
NA (N-1577), NPT (N-1489), NS (N-3014), R, U (Cert. # 184) U2 (Cert. # 27842), and S 
(Cert. # 25723).    Most equipment the company produces is designed and fabricated in 
accordance with ASME Code standards, including ASME Section I, Section III (Class 1, 
2, and 3), and Section VIII Div 1 and 2.  They are ISO Certified 9001: 2000.  

The Joseph Oat Corporation has previous Westinghouse experience of more than $20 
million in sales. 

KSB 

The KSB Group is one of the leading producers of pumps, valves and related systems. 
KSB has 14,000 employees around the world in building services, industry and water 
utilities, the energy sector and mining. KSB is increasingly a service partner and provides 
complete hydraulic systems for water supply and drainage.  KSB has more than 30 
manufacturing sites in 19 countries.  
 
KSB supplies a full range of pumps, valves, motors, actuators and systems for building or 
upgrading power stations and district heating systems.  These devices help manage boiler 
feed water, condensate, cooling water and coolant systems.  The KSB Group operates in 
over 100 countries, with sales companies, offices, agencies and 32 manufacturing sites. 
KSB complies with rules of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) and 
other international certification bodies.  In 2007, KSB had $2.5 billion in sales revenue.  
KSB is headquartered in Frankenthal, Germany. 

Major Tool & Machine, Inc. 

Major Tool & Machine, Inc is engineering, fabrication, and machining services company, 
with over 60 years of experience, serving the aerospace, defense, launch vehicle, power 
generation and transportation markets. Major Tool & Machine's main facility is located in 
Indianapolis, Indiana. Major Tools & Machine holds the following Certificates of 
Authorization from ASME:  N, NA, NPT and NS Stamps. 

Northrop Grumman Newport News 

For more than a century, Northrop Grumman Newport News has designed, built, 
overhauled and repaired a wide variety of ships for the U.S. Navy and commercial 
customers.  Today, Newport News is the nation's sole designer, builder and refueler of 
nuclear-powered aircraft carriers and one of only two companies capable of designing 
and building nuclear-powered submarines.  The company also provides after-market 
services for a wide array of naval and commercial vessels, and in November 2001, 
became a sector of Northrop Grumman Corporation.  

With facilities located on more than 550 acres along two miles of waterfront in Newport 
News, Virginia, the Newport News sector employs more than 21,000 people, many of 
whom are third and fourth generation shipbuilders. 
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Precision Custom Components 

Precision Custom Components is a manufacturer of custom fabricated pressure vessels, 
reactors, casks, and heavy walled components requiring highly specialized machining, 
welding, and/or fabrication.  PCC maintains full in-house capabilities, providing services 
for Engineering, Drafting, Inspection, Non-Destructive Testing, Metallurgical Testing, 
and Welding Development.  PCC's flexible 250,000 square feet manufacturing facility 
has 280 employees is located on 11 acres in York, Pennsylvania. The company has sales 
revenue between $25 million and $49.9 million yearly. Precision Custom Components 
quality system programs meets or exceeds ASME Section III, Division 1 & 3, ASME 
Section VIII, Division 1, 2, & 3, ASME Section III Ferrous & New Ferrous Material 
Organization, 10CFR50 Appendix B, 10CFR71 Subpart H, 10CFR72, subpart G, 
10CFR21, and ISO 9001 requirements.  In addition, they hold ASME N, NS, NPT, U, 
U2, U3, and R stamps. 

Siemens Corporation 

Siemens Energy and Automation, founded in 1847, provides complete electrical, 
engineering and automation solutions through a commitment to innovative engineering 
that goes back more than 161 years.  

Siemens AG is headquartered in Munich, Germany and employs more than 413,000 
professionals at Siemens-affiliated companies worldwide.   Siemens 2007 revenues 
totaled $118.59 billion.  Siemens AG operates as electronics and electrical engineering 
Company worldwide with operations in IT solutions, automation, drives, industrial 
solutions and services, building technology, power generation, power transmission and 
distribution, transportation systems, medical solutions, lighting and financial services. 

SPX Cooling Technologies, Inc. 

SPX is the leading full-line, full-service cooling tower and air-cooled condenser 
manufacturer.  The companies that formed SPX Cooling Technologies were founded 
more than 100 years ago and have more than 250 global patents in the power generation, 
industrial, refrigeration, and HVAC markets.  SPX’s corporate headquarters is located in 
Overland Park, Kansas. 

With more than 150 offices, subsidiaries, and partners worldwide, they have the global 
reach and local services necessary to deliver solutions.  SPX Cooling Technologies is a 
unit of SPX Corporation, a global provider of technical products and systems, industrial 
products, flow technology, cooling technologies and service solutions. 

The Weir Group PLC 

The Weir Group PLC, together with its subsidiaries, provides specialized mechanical 
engineering solutions worldwide. It operates in three segments: Engineering Products; 
Engineering Services; and Defense, Nuclear, and Gas. The Engineering Products segment 
includes its minerals, clear liquid, and valves and controls operations. Its minerals 
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operations include the design and manufacture of pumps, valves, hydro-cyclones, and 
wear resistant linings for the mining and mineral processing, power sector, and general 
industries. The clear liquid operations involve the design, manufacture, and service of 
engineered pumps and fluid handling systems for oil and gas, power generation, water 
and waste water, hydrocarbon processing, and general industrial projects. The valves and 
controls operations include the development, manufacture, and supply of valves and 
controls for the power generation, oil and gas, and general industrial markets.  The 
company was founded in 1871 and is headquartered in Glasgow, United Kingdom.  Weir 
employs approximately 8,000 people worldwide. The Weir Group PLC grew revenues 
were $2.1B in 2007.  

Tioga Pipe Supply Company 

For over 60 years Tioga has been a top quality material solutions supplier of industrial 
pipe, fittings, flanges and related products for the Global Power Generation, Nuclear 
Power Generation, Oil Refining, Gas & Chemical Processing & U.S. Military 
Shipbuilding.  Tioga is headquartered in Philadelphia, PA.  Tioga is the longest 
continuous supplier to have a Nuclear Quality Assurance Program. Tioga has 
continuously maintained a ASME Nuclear Certificate since 1982.  Tioga has been 
audited by NUPIC and NIAC that meets the complex requirements of ASME Section III, 
10CFR50 Appendix B, N45.2, NQA-1, and CAN3-Z299 SERIES.  

Toshiba 

Toshiba Corporation is a multinational group of manufacturing company, headquartered 
in Tokyo, Japan.  The company's businesses are in high technology, electrical 
engineering and electronics fields.  The company is the world's 9th largest integrated 
manufacturer of electric and electronic equipment. Toshiba was established in 1875 by 
Hisashige Tanaka.  Toshiba has over 190,000 employees and assets in excess of $50 
billion.   

Wilkins, a Zurn Company 

Wilkins, a Zurn Company, has been supplying quality water control products to the 
marketplace since 1906.  Products include backflow preventers, pressure regulators, and a 
variety of other support products.  Wilkins has 162,000 square foot manufacturing facility 
in Paso Robles, CA, with over 200 employees and is now part of the Rexnord family of 
companies.  

  

 

 

 



EXHIBIT E  
 

  ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE 
 

Combined Application of South Carolina Electric & Gas  
Company for a Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and 

Necessity and for a Base Load Review Order 
Public Service Commission Docket No. 2008-196-E 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

This Exhibit E sets forth the current projected milestones under the EPC Contract that are 
proposed for use of  the Office of Regulatory Staff in evaluating the progress of construction of 
VCSNS Units 2 and 3. These dates are subject to the schedule contingency requested in the 
Application.   

 
This schedule is based on the generic schedule for Westinghouse AP1000 reactor 

construction which does not include project and site specific requirements.  Certain activities 
such as the clearing, grubbing and grading at the site will need to commence earlier than listed 
here for reasons related to specific conditions at the VCSNS site (i.e., the need to complete the 
site rail line relocation in advance of VCSNS Unit 1 Outage 18). 

 
V. C. SUMMER PROJECT MILESTONES 

 
Year  Quarter Milestone 

2008      2 

08-2Q-1 Approve Engineering, Procurement and Construction Agreement. 
 
08-2Q-2 Issue Purchase Orders to nuclear component fabricators for Units 2 and 3 
Containment Vessels, Passive Residual Heat Removal Heat Exchangers, 
Accumulator Tanks, Core Makeup Tanks, Squib Valves, Steam Generators, Reactor 
Coolant Pumps, Pressurizer Vessels, Reactor Coolant Loop Hot Leg A Piping, 
Reactor Vessel Internals, Reactor Vessels, Reactor Integrated Head Packages, 
Control Rod Drive Mechanisms and Nuclear Island structural CA20 Modules.  

2008 3 

08-3Q-1 Start site specific and balance of plant detailed design. 
 
08-3Q-2 Issue PO and submit payment to fabricator via Westinghouse for Units 2 and 
3 Simulators. 
 
08-3Q-3 Issue final Purchase Orders and submit payments to fabricators via 
Westinghouse for Units 2 and 3 Steam Generators, Reactor Vessel Internals and 
Reactor Vessels. 
 
08-3Q-4 Issue Purchase Order and submit payment via Westinghouse to fabricator 
for Units 2 and 3 Transformers. 

2008 4 

08-4Q-1 Start clearing, grubbing and grading. 
 
08-4Q-2 Issue final Purchase Orders and submit payments  to fabricators via 
Westinghouse for Units 2 and 3 Core Makeup Tanks, Accumulator Tanks, 
Pressurizers, Reactor Coolant Loop Piping, Integrated Head Packages, Control Rod 
Drive Mechanisms and Passive Residual Heat Removal Heat Exchangers. 
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2009 1 

09-1Q-1 Start Parr Road intersection work. 
 
09-1Q-2 Issue final Purchase Order and submit payment via Westinghouse to 
fabricator for Units 2 and 3 Reactor Coolant Pumps. 
 
09-1Q-3 Issue Purchase Order for Long Lead Material and submit payment via 
Westinghouse to fabricator for Units 2 and 3 Integrated Head Packages. 
 
09-1Q-4 Submit partial payment to Westinghouse for Design Finalization. 

2009 2 

09-2Q-1 Start site development. 
 
09-2Q-2 Issue Purchase Orders and submit payments via Westinghouse for Units 2 
and 3 Turbine/Generators and Main Transformers. 
 
09-2Q-3 Receive Units 2 and 3 Core Makeup Tank material at fabricator. 
 
09-2Q-4 Submit partial payment to Westinghouse for Design Finalization. 

2009 3 

09-3Q-1 Issue Purchase Order and submit payment via Westinghouse for Unit 2 
Turbine Generator Condenser material. 
 
09-3Q-2 Submit payments to fabricators via Westinghouse for Units 2 and 3 Reactor 
Coolant Pumps and Passive Residual Heat Removal Heat Exchangers. 
 
09-3Q-3 Submit partial payment to Westinghouse for Design Finalization. 

2009 4 

09-4Q-1 Start erection of construction buildings, to include craft facilities for 
personnel, tools and equipment; first aid facilities; field offices for site management 
and support personnel; temporary warehouses; and construction hiring office. 
 
09-4Q-2 Receive Unit 2 Reactor Vessel flange nozzle shell forging at fabricator. 
 
09-4Q-3 Submit partial payment to Westinghouse for Design Finalization. 
 
09-4Q-4 Issue Purchase Order and submit payment via Westinghouse to fabricator 
for Units 2 and 3 Radiation Monitoring Systems. 

2010 1 

10-1Q-1 Receive Unit 2 Reactor Vessel Internals core shroud material at the 
fabricator. 
 
10-1Q-2 Payment to fabricator via Westinghouse for  Unit 2 Turbine/Generator 
Feedwater Heater material. 
 
10-1Q-2 Receive  raw material at fabricator for Unit 2  Reactor Coolant Loop piping. 

2010 2 

10-2Q-1 Receive Unit 2 Reactor Vessel Internals upper guide tube Material at the 
fabricator. 
  
10-2Q-2 Submit payment to Westinghouse for the Unit 2 Control Rod Drive 
Mechanisms. 
 
10-2Q-3 Perform cladding on Unit 2 Pressurizer bottom head at fabricator. 
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2010 3 

10-3Q-1 Start excavation and foundation work for the standard plant for Unit 2. 
 
10-3Q-2 Receive Unit 2 Steam Generator tube sheet forging at the fabricator. 
 
10-3Q-3 Complete Unit 2 Reactor Vessel outlet nozzle weld to flange at the 
fabricator. 
 
10-3Q-4 Start Unit 2 Condenser fabrication at the fabricator. 

2010 4 

10-4Q-1 Complete preparations for receiving the first module on site for Unit 2. 
 
10-4Q-2 Receive Unit 2 Steam Generator transition cone forging at the fabricator. 
 
10-4Q-3 Complete Unit 2 Reactor Coolant Pump casing fabrication. 
 
10-4Q-4 Complete machining, heat treatment and Nondestructive examination of Unit 
2  Reactor Coolant Loop Hot Leg A piping at the fabricator. 

2011 1 

11-1Q-1 Complete Unit 2 hydrotests for Core Makeup Tanks.  
 
11-1Q-2 Issue Purchase Order and submit payment via Westinghouse to fabricator 
for Units 2 and 3  Polar Crane main hoist drums and wire rope.  

2011 2 

11-2Q-1 Receive Unit 3 Control Rod Drive Mechanism latch housing/rod travel 
housing  material at the fabricator. 
 
11-2Q-2 Complete Unit 2 Condenser  shipment preparation at the fabricator. 

2011 3 

11-3Q-1 Start placement of mud mat for Unit 2. 
 
11-3Q-2 Receive Unit 2 Steam Generator tubing at the fabricator. 
 
11-3Q-3 Complete upper head welding on Unit 2 Pressurizer at the fabricator. 
 
11-3Q-4 Complete Unit 3 Reactor Vessel closure head cladding at the fabricator. 

2011 4 

11-4Q-1 Begin Unit 2 first nuclear concrete placement. 
 
11-4Q-2 Complete fabrication of Unit 2 Reactor Coolant Pump stator core at the 
fabricator. 
 
11-4Q-3 Begin Unit 2 Reactor Vessel Internals welding of core shroud panel ring at 
the fabricator. 
 
11-4Q-4 Complete 1st Unit 2 Steam Generator tubing installation at the fabricator. 
 
11-4Q-5 Ship Unit 2 Reactor Coolant Loop pipe to site. 
 
11-4Q-6 Ship Unit 2 Control Rod Drive Mechanism to site. 
  
11-4Q-7Complete weld for Unit 2 Pressurizer lower shell to head at the fabricator. 
 
11-4Q-8 Complete 2nd Steam Generator tubing installation for Unit 3 at the fabricator. 
 
11-4Q-9 Submit partial payment to Westinghouse for Design Finalization. 
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2012 1 

12-1Q-1 Set module CA04 for Unit 2. 
 
12-1Q-2 Complete post weld heat treat of 2nd tubesheet for Unit 2 Passive Residual 
Heat Removal Heat Exchanger. 
 
12-1Q-3 Complete 1st tubesheet drilling for Unit 2 Passive Residual Heat Removal 
Heat Exchanger. 
 
12-1Q-4 Complete girder fabrication for Unit 2 Polar Crane. 
 
12-1Q-5 Complete preparations for  Unit 3 Turbine Generator Condenser shipment.  

2012 2 

12-2Q-1 Set Containment Vessel ring #1 for Unit 2. 
 
12-2Q-2 Deliver Unit 2 Reactor Coolant Pump casings to the site. 
 
12-2Q-3 Complete Unit3 Reactor Coolant Pump stator core. 
 
12-2Q-4 Receive core shell forging for Unit 3 Reactor Vessel. 
 
12-2Q-5 Complete Unit 3 Pressurizer cladding on bottom head. 

2012 3 

12-3Q-1 Set Nuclear Island structural module CA03 for Unit 2. 
 
12-3Q-2 Complete 1st Unit 2 Squib Valve factory operational test . 
 
12-3Q-3 Complete Unit 3 Accumulator Tank hydrotest. 
  
12-3Q-4 Complete electrical panel assembly for Unit 2 Polar Crane. 

2012 4 

12-4Q-1 Start containment large bore pipe supports for Unit 2. 
 
12-4Q-2 Ship Unit 2 Reactor Integrated Head Package to site from fabricator. 
 
12-4Q-3 Complete Unit 2 Reactor Coolant Pump stator fabrication. 
 
12-4Q-4 Complete 2nd Unit 3 Steam Generator tubing installation at fabricator. 
 
12-4Q-5 Complete 1st Unit 2 Steam Generator hydrotest at fabricator. 

2013 1 

13-1Q-1 Start concrete fill of Nuclear Island structural modules CA01 and CA02 for 
Unit 2. 
  
13-1Q-2 Ship Unit 2 Passive Residual Heat Removal Heat Exchanger to site from 
fabricator. 
 
13-1Q-3 Complete Unit 2 Refueling Machine Assembly factory acceptance test. 
 
13-1Q-4 Ship Unit 2 Reactor Vessel Internals to site from fabricator. 
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2013 2 

13-2Q-1 Set Unit 2 Containment Vessel ring #3. 
 
13-2Q-2 Ship Unit 2 Steam Generator to site from fabricator. 
 
13-2Q-3 Complete preparation for Unit 2 Turbine/Generator shipment from Toshiba 
fabrication facility. 
 
13-2Q-4 Complete Unit 3 Pressurizer hydrotest at fabricator. 
 
13-2Q-5 Ship Unit 2 Polar Crane to site. 
 
13-2Q-6 Receive Unit 2 Reactor Vessel on site from fabricator. 

2013 3 

13-3Q-1 Set  Unit 2 Reactor Vessel. 
 
13-3Q-2 Weld Unit 3 Steam Generator tubesheet to channel head. 
 
13-3Q-3 Complete Unit 3 Reactor Coolant Pump final stator assembly at fabricator. 
 
13-3Q-4 Ship Unit 2 Reactor Coolant Pumps to site from fabricator. 
 
13-3Q-5 Place first nuclear concrete for Unit 3. 

2013 4 

13-4Q-1 Set Unit 2 Steam Generator. 
 
13-4Q-2 Preparations complete for shipment of Unit 2 Main Transformers. 
  
13-4Q-3 Complete Unit 3 Steam Generator hydrotest at fabricator. 
 
13-4Q-4 Set Unit 2 Containment Vessel Bottom Head on basemat legs. 

2014 1 

14-1Q-1 Set Unit 2 Pressurizer Vessel. 
 
14-1Q-2 Complete Unit 3 Reactor Coolant Pump Factory Acceptance Test at 
fabricator. 
 
14-1Q-3 Ship Unit 3 Reactor Vessel Internals to site from fabricator. 
 
14-1Q-4 Issue Purchase Order and submit payment to fabricator via Westinghouse 
for Unit 3 Main Transformers. 

2014 2 

14-2Q-1 Complete welding of Unit 2 Passive Residual Heat Removal System piping. 
 
14-2Q-2 Ship Unit 3 Steam Generator to site from fabricator. 
 
14-2Q-3 Ship Unit 3 Refueling Machine Assembly to site. 

2014 3 

14-3Q-1 Set Unit 2 Polar Crane. 
 
14-3Q-2 Ship Unit 3 Reactor Coolant Pumps to site from fabricator. 
 
14-3Q-3 Complete shipment preparations for Unit 3 Main Transformers from 
fabricator. 

2014 4 14-4Q-1 Ship last Unit 3 Spent Fuel Storage Rack module to site. 

2015 1 

15-1Q-1 Start electrical cable pulling in Unit 2 Auxiliary Building. 
 
15-1Q-2 Complete Unit 2 Reactor Coolant System cold hydro. 

2015 2 15-2Q-1 Activate class 1E DC power in Unit 2 Auxiliary Building. 
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2015 3 

15-3Q-1 Complete Unit 2 hot functional test. 
 
15-3Q-2 Install Unit 3 ring 3 for containment vessel. 

2015 4 15-4Q-1 Load Unit 2 nuclear fuel. 
2016 1 16-1Q-1 Unit 2 Substantial Completion. 
2016 2 16-2Q-1 Set Unit 3 Reactor Vessel. 
2016 3 16-3Q-1 Set  Unit 3 Steam Generator #2. 
2016 4 16-4Q-1 Set  Unit 3 Pressurizer Vessel. 
2017 1 17-1Q-1 Complete welding of Unit 3 Passive Residual Heat Removal System piping. 
2017 2 17-2Q-1 Set  Unit 3 polar crane. 
2017 3 17-3Q-1 Start Unit 3 Shield Building roof slab rebar placement. 
2017 4 17-4Q-1 Start Unit 3 Auxiliary Building electrical cable pulling. 
2018 1 18-1Q-1 Activate Unit 3 Auxiliary Building class 1E DC power. 

2018 2 

18-2Q-1 Complete Unit 3 Reactor Coolant System cold hydro. 
 
18-2Q-1 Complete Unit 3 hot functional test. 

2018 3 18-3Q-1 Complete Unit 3 nuclear fuel load.  
2018 4 18-4Q-1 Begin Unit 3 full power operation. 
2019 2 19-1Q-1 Unit 3 Substantial Completion. 

 



EXHIBIT F 

ANTICIPATED COMPONENTS OF CAPITAL COSTS AND SCHEDULE 

Combined Application of South Carolina Electric & Gas Company for a 
Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and  

Necessity and for a Base Load Review Order 
Public Service Commission Docket No. 2008-196-E 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Chart A to this Exhibit F provides a summary of the anticipated components of capital cost 
and the forecasted schedule for incurring them as used by SCE&G in projecting the cash flows, 
construction work in progress balances, and other financial matters related to the construction of 
two Westinghouse AP1000 units as V. C. Summer Nuclear Station Units 2 & 3.  These 
projections reflect the applicable inflation adjustments and indices as set forth in Exhibit I to this 
Application and are subject to the risk factors set forth in Exhibit J to this Application and to the 
cost and schedule contingencies requested in the Application.  As set forth in the Application, 
SCE&G will update these projections periodically in its filings with the Office of Regulatory 
Staff to reflect the actual levels of inflation measured for past periods by the inflation factors and 
indices reflected in Exhibit I to this Application and to reflect any changes related to the 
contingencies requested in the Application.  SCE&G will update the projections of capital costs 
for remaining future periods based on the same methodology reflected in this Exhibit F.  

2. THE PUBLIC AND CONFIDENTIAL VERSIONS OF CHART A 

Chart A to this Exhibit F is being filed in both a public and a confidential version. Both 
versions provide the full anticipated cost of the Units, year-by-year and in total, including all 
costs anticipated to be paid under the EPC Contract, all owner’s costs and all transmission costs.  
The only difference between the two versions of the exhibits is the amount of detail given for 
EPC costs and Owner’s costs.  

Specifically, the confidential version differs from the public version in that it includes twelve 
rows of data not included on the non-confidential version.  Those rows of data:  

A. Show the anticipated annual payments in 2007 dollars under the EPC Contract with 
Westinghouse/Stone & Webster broken out into the seven “EPC Categories” that are 
listed on Exhibit I to this Application; 

B. Show the estimated annual payments in 2007 dollars for the “Owner’s Cost Categories: 
Project Target Estimates,” that are listed on Exhibit I to this Application;  

C. Sum the unescalated project costs by and adjust the yearly sum by the applicable inflation 
factors, all consistent with the inflation factors listed on Exhibit I to this Application for 
the cost categories involved; 
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D. Set forth the contingency amount applicable to each year’s estimated construction costs 
in 2007 dollars, all consistent with the contingency factors listed on Exhibit I to this 
Application for the cost categories involved; and 

E. Adjusts the yearly contingency amount by the inflation factors applicable to the cost 
categories with which the contingencies are associated, all consistent with the inflation 
factors listed on Exhibit I to this Application. 

The sum of these categories of cost data (EPC costs and Owner’s costs) and the associated 
contingencies and inflation amounts equal the first row of data on the public version of Chart A 
to Exhibit F, “Plant Cost: Total Net Cash Flow.”   

SCE&G would emphasize that the public version of Chart A to this Exhibit F sets forth the 
full projected cost of the Facility.  The public version of Chart A provides the specific year-by-
year cost projections on which the Commission is asked to establish as the “approved capital cost 
estimate including specified contingencies” for the Facility, as required in S.C. Code Ann. §§ 58-
33-275(A)(2) of the Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1976. 

SCE&G is seeking confidential treatment of the data not included in the public version of 
Chart A to Exhibit F (the “Confidential Data”), because if disclosed in un-aggregated form, 
those data could allow competitors of Westinghouse/Stone & Webster to calculate specific prices 
being charged by Westinghouse/Stone & Webster under the EPC Contract, both in aggregate and 
for particular items or categories of items supplied.   Westinghouse/Stone & Webster considers 
this pricing information to be proprietary information in the nature of a trade secret and has taken 
careful steps to maintain the confidentiality of this information.  Westinghouse/Stone & Webster 
believes that public release of such data could injure Westinghouse/Stone & Webster 
commercially in its negotiations for the sale of other units.  

SCE&G intends to make the Confidential Data available to parties who sign an appropriate 
confidentiality agreement. 

 

 



SCE&G, Combined Application Exhibit F 

EXHIBIT F, Chart A 
Public Version 

ANTICIPATED CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE 

Combined Application of South Carolina Electric & Gas Company for a 
Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and 

Necessity and for a Base Load Review Order 

(Thousands of $) 

V.C. Summer Units 2 and 3 - Summary of SCE&G Capital Cost Components 

Plant Cost Categories Total 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 
Fixed with Adjustment 
Firm with Fixed Adjustment A 
Firm with Fixed Adjustment B 
Firm with Indexed Adjustment 
Actual Craft Wages 
Non·Labor Costs 
Time & Materials 
Owners Costs 

Total Unescalated Project Costs 
Project Cost Escalation 
Contingency(2007 $) 
Contingency Escalation 

Total Net Cash Flow 5,411,067 21,473 182,826 458,170 637,192 696,561 734,258 752,043 680,621 502,767 376,627 240,217 128,312 

Transmission Projects 
Total Net Cash Flow 638,020 378 1,666 15,555 46,282 73,014 4,286 189,523 307,316 

Total Project Cash Flow 6,049,087 21,473 182,826 458,548 637,192 696,561 735,924 767,598 726,903 575,781 380,913 429,740 435,628 

Cumulative Project Cash Flow 21,473 204,299 662,847 1,300,039 1,996,600 2,732,524 3,500,122 4,227,025 4,802,806 5,183,719 5,613,459 6,049,087 

AFUDC(Capitalized Interest) 264,289 645 5,204 17,292 24,459 31,461 34,135 34,466 33,650 28,726 13,395 17,577 23,279 

Gross Construction 6,313,376 22,118 188,030 475,840 661,651 728,022 770,059 802,064 760,553 604,507 394,308 447,317 458,907 

Construction Work in Process 22,118 210,148 685,988 1,347,639 2,075,661 2,845,720 3,647,784 4,408,337 5,012,844 5,407,152 5,854,469 6,313,376 

Notes: 
AFUDC rate applied 5.52% 

The AFUDC rate applied is the current SCE&G rate. AFUDC rates can vary with changes in market interest rates, Public 
SCE&G's embedded cost of capital, capitalization ratios, construction work in process, and SCE&G's short·tenn debt outstanding. 



EXHIBIT G 
FORECAST NEED FOR ELECTRIC AND FUEL TYPE 

 
Combined Application of South Carolina Electric & Gas Company for a  
Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and  

Necessity and for a Base Load Review Order 
Public Service Commission Docket No. 2008-196-E 

 
  

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

This Exhibit G shows the need of capacity and how SCE&G will meet its 12-18% reserve 
margin target over the next 15 years.  Without the addition of any supply to its existing long term 
resources of 5,745 MWs, SCE&G’s reserve margin would be below its target range currently and 
fall to 2.0% by 2016.  With the addition of 614 MWs of nuclear capacity in 2016, the reserve 
margin will be 13.0% and with the addition of the second unit in 2019, 16.8%. 
 

2. PROJECTED RESERVE MARGIN 
 

Reserve Margin            (MW) Reserve Margin
Firm Load Without Additions One year With Additions

Year (MW) (%) Purchase Capacity (%)

2008 5,181 10.9 100 12.8
2009 5,123 11.8 25 -19 12.3
2010 5,181 9.9 125 -34 12.3
2011 5,297 7.5 250 12.2
2012 5,416 5.1 375 12.0
2013 5,262 8.2 225 12.4
2014 5,367 6.1 325 12.1
2015 5,472 4.0 450 12.2
2016 5,582 2.0 614 13.0
2017 5,697 -0.1 75 12.0
2018 5,811 -2.0 225 12.4
2019 5,924 -3.9 614 16.8
2020 6,037 -5.7 14.6
2021 6,146 -7.4 12.6
2022 6,258 -9.0 93 12.1

 
 

3. EXISTING SUPPLY PORTFOLIO AND EXPANSION PLAN 
 
The table on the following page shows SCE&G’s existing supply portfolio and the next page 
shows the expansion plan.  
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Existing Long Term Supply Resources
  In-Service Summer

Date  (MW) 

Coal-Fired Steam:  
       Urquhart – Beech Island, SC 1953  94 
       McMeekin – Near Irmo, SC 1958  250
       Canadys  - Canadys, SC 1962  405
       Wateree – Eastover, SC 1970  700
       *Williams – Goose Creek, SC 1973  615
       Cope  - Cope, SC 1996  420
       Cogen South – Charleston, SC 1999       90 

            Total Coal-Fired Steam Capacity   2,574 

Nuclear:   
       V. C. Summer - Parr, SC                                                     1984  644 
I. C. Turbines:     
       **Burton, SC                                                                       1961  0
       **Faber Place – Charleston, SC                                          1961  0
       Hardeeville, SC                                                                   1968  11
       Urquhart – Beech Island, SC                                              1969  37
       Coit – Columbia, SC                                                           1969  30
       Parr, SC                                                               1970  60
      Williams – Goose Creek, SC  1972  40 
       Hagood – Charleston, SC 1991  88
       Urquhart No. 4 – Beech Island, SC 1999  47
       **Un-sited ICTs 2008  34
       Urquhart Combined Cycle – Beech Island, SC 2002  467
       Jasper Combined Cycle – Jasper, SC 2004  852 

           Total I. C. Turbines Capacity     1666 

Hydro:   
       Neal Shoals – Carlisle, SC                                                  1905  2
       Parr Shoals – Parr, SC                                                         1914  7
       Stevens Creek - Near Martinez, GA                                   1914  9
       *Columbia Canal - Columbia, SC  1927  3
       Saluda - Near Irmo, SC                                                       1930  206 
       Fairfield Pumped Storage - Parr, SC 1978    576 

          Total Hydro Capacity     803 

Other: Long-Term Purchases    25
             SEPA   33
    
Grand Total:   5,745
 
* Williams Station is owned by GENCO, a wholly owned subsidiary of SCANA and Columbia 
Canal is owned by the City of Columbia.  This capacity is operated by SCE&G.  ** Burton 
(27MW) and Faber Place (8 MW) gas turbine units are currently in non-run status and will be 
unavailable indefinitely.  Two 17 MW un-sited ICTs will replace this lost capacity.  
 



SCE&G Forecast of Summer Loads and Resources ‐ 2008 COL 

     

   YEAR 2008  2009  2010  2011  2012  2013  2014  2015  2016  2017  2018  2019  2020  2021  2022 

  Load Forecast 

1 Gross Territorial Peak  5165  5082  5140  5256  5375  5471  5576  5681  5791  5906  6020  6133  6246  6355  6467

2  Less:  Demand‐Side Mngt  234  209  209  209  209  209  209  209  209  209  209  209  209  209  209

3  Net Territorial Peak  4931  4873  4931  5047  5166  5262  5367  5472  5582  5697  5811  5924  6037  6146  6258

4  Firm Contract Sales  250  250  250  250  250    

5  Total Firm Obligation   5181  5123  5181  5297  5416  5262  5367  5472  5582  5697  5811  5924  6037  6146  6258

    
  System Capacity 

6  Existing  5745  5745  5726  5692  5692  5692  5692  5692  5692  6306  6306  6306  6920  6920  6920

   Additions  93

7  Peaking/Intermediate    

8  Baseload  614  614    

9  Other   ‐19  ‐34    

     

10  Total System Capacity  5745  5726  5692  5692  5692  5692  5692  5692  6306  6306  6306  6920  6920  6920  7013

11  Firm Annual Purchase  100  25  125  250  375  225  325  450  75  225    

12  Total Production Capability  5845  5751  5817  5942  6067  5917  6017  6142  6306  6381  6531  6920  6920  6920  7013

     
Reserves With Demand Side 
Managment    

13  Margin  664  628  636  645  651  655  650  670  724  684  720  996  883  774  755

14  % Reserve Margin  12.8%  12.3%  12.3%  12.2%  12.0%  12.4%  12.1%  12.2%  13.0%  12.0%  12.4%  16.8%  14.6%  12.6%  12.1%

15  % Capacity Margin  11.4%  10.9%  10.9%  10.9%  10.7%  11.1%  10.8%  10.9%  11.5%  10.7%  11.0%  14.4%  12.8%  11.2%  10.8%

     
Reserves Without Demand Side 
Management    

16  Margin  430  419  427  436  442  446  441  461  515  475  511  787  674  565  546

17  % Reserve Margin  7.9%  7.9%  7.9%  7.9%  7.9%  8.2%  7.9%  8.1%  8.9%  8.0%  8.5%  12.8%  10.8%  8.9%  8.4%

18     % Capacity Margin  7.4%  7.3%  7.3%  7.3%  7.3%  7.5%  7.3%  7.5%  8.2%  7.4%  7.8%  11.4%  9.7%  8.2%  7.8%
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EXHIBIT H 
 

CONTRIBUTION TO SYSTEM EFFICIENCY AND FUEL TYPE 
 

Combined Application of South Carolina Electric & Gas Company for a  
Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and  

Necessity and for a Base Load Review Order 
Public Service Commission Docket No. 2008-196-E 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
This Exhibit H provides information concerning the contribution that the proposed Virgil C. 
Summer Nuclear Station (VCSNS) Units 2 & 3 (the Facilities or Units) will make to the 
economy and reliability of the integrated electric system that serves the energy needs of 
SCE&G’s customers and the people of the State of South Carolina. This exhibit also reviews 
various alternative sources of electric generation capacity and energy considered by SCE&G in 
choosing the proposed AP1000 Advanced Passive Safety Power Plants (AP1000) as the units to 
construct as VCSNS Units 2 & 3.  
 

2. SYSTEM ECONOMY AND RELIABILITY 
 
These nuclear facilities will serve system reliability because they will provide needed capacity as 
shown in Exhibit G. In addition SCE&G has more than twenty-five years experience operating a 
nuclear facility and has demonstrated its ability to operate a nuclear plant efficiently and reliably.  
 
System economy is served by the addition of these nuclear facilities because:  

• These nuclear facilities are the most economical form of generation to add under 
reasonable assumptions about the future. 

• These nuclear facilities meet the Company’s need for more base load capacity. 
• These nuclear facilities are non-emitting resources and therefore serve to protect the 

environment while at the same time mitigating exposure to the cost of complying with 
future environmental regulations.  

• These nuclear facilities support the need for fuel diversity in SCE&G’s capacity mix.  
• Renewable power, increased demand side management (DSM) and potential energy 

efficiency gains are not capable of replacing the need for more base load generation; 
however, they could fit nicely into the expansion plan by displacing some of the 
purchased power currently shown in the plan.  

 
These matters are discussed in more detail below.  
 
Regarding the Need for Base Load Capacity 
The Company’s need for base load capacity can be seen in the following table which shows the 
historical levels of base load capacity in SCE&G’s resource mix, its current mix and the 2020 
mix with and without these nuclear facilities.  Base load capacity is defined as capacity which is 
intended to run at least 65-75% of the time in a given year. Historically on SCE&G’s system 
only nuclear and coal capacity would meet this definition.  
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Percent of Base Load Capacity in Resource Portfolio 

1980 2000 Current 2020 
with VCSNS 
Units 2 & 3 

2020 
Without VCSNS  

Units 2 & 3 
68 74 56 63 45 

 
As shown in the above table, SCE&G has maintained its base load capacity in the 68%-74% 
range historically. In part because of environmental pressures related to coal, SCE&G has added 
more gas capacity in recent years resulting in a 56% ratio of base load to total capacity which is 
low for our system. Clearly there is a need for additional base load capacity, that is, capacity that 
can generate energy at low cost.  
 
This need for base load capacity is exacerbated by the age of SCE&G’s existing base load plants. 
The table below shows the percent of base load capacity that is more than 40 years old currently 
and in 2020 with and without these nuclear facilities.  
 

Percent of Base Load Capacity Over 40 Years Old
2000 Current 2020 

with VCSNS 
Units 2 & 3 

2020 
Without VCSNS  

Units 2 & 3 
11 23 46 64 

 
While no particular plant has been identified for retirement, the Company does expect to have to 
retire some capacity during the 40-year planning horizon evaluated in this filing.  
 
Regarding Natural Gas Capacity 
SCE&G has evaluated natural gas capacity as a potential economical alternative to these nuclear 
facilities. However as shown in the following table, adding significantly more gas capacity to the 
SCE&G system does not support the goal of fuel diversity and would subject SCE&G’s 
customers to the volatility of the gas market at an unacceptable level.  
 

% of Total Capacity Current Mix 2020 
with VCSNS 
Units 2 & 3 

2020 
Without VCSNS  

Units 2 & 3 
Nuclear  11 27 9 
Coal 43 37 37 
Gas 30 24 42 

 

In addition, the volume of gas that is required to replace the electrical output of these nuclear 
facilities is substantial and certainly would require investment in gas infrastructure.   
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The following table illustrates this point.  
 

Illustration with Volume of Gas Equivalents 
2,234 MW Nuclear Output at 92% capacity factor 18,004.3 GWH 
Equivalence in Millions of Dekatherms 127,900,000 DTs 
Equivalence in Residential Customers 2,804,688 residences 
Number of SCE&G Residential Customers 2007 273,000 residences 
2007 Total SCE&G Gas LDC Sales 40,700,000 DTs 

 
The following table compares the amount of annual emissions generated by the two nuclear 
plants compared to a similar amount of energy generated by gas.  
 

Emissions  2,234 MWs of 
Nuclear 

2,234 MWs of Natural Gas 
Annually 60 Year Life 

CO2  0 8,500,000 tons 510,000,000 tons 
SOX 0 55 tons 3,300 tons 
NOX 0 1,350 tons 81,000 tons 

 
Regarding Renewable Power    

SCE&G considers non-traditional sources of generation in its planning. In fact it depends 
on 90 MWs of co-generation capacity in its Cogen South facility.  This facility co-fires coal and 
the biomass waste from a paper manufacturing plant.  Some proposed bills in Congress have 
defined renewable as: geothermal, hydro, wind, solar and biomass.  Unfortunately there are no 
sites for geothermal generation available in South Carolina. SCE&G generates about 5% of its 
energy from hydro power.  The Company has invested in its existing hydro sites and increased 
hydro output as a result.  The Company will continue to pursue other such economic 
opportunities but no sites have been identified for a new hydro facility.  Both wind and solar 
have been considered but because of the high capital costs and the limited energy production 
caused by low wind speeds and insufficient solar radiation, these generation sources are not 
economical within the SCE&G service territory with current and foreseeable technologies.  
SCE&G has also evaluated new potential biomass applications in recent years, but none have 
proven economically feasible and operationally practical yet, but SCE&G continues to examine 
proposals and opportunities as they are identified. 

 
As potentially valuable as renewable power may be in the future in South Carolina, it is 

important to keep in mind that it is not likely in the near future to approximate the amount of 
clean energy that can be produced by the two nuclear units described in this Application.  
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The following table provides some indication in terms of area of how much solar or wind 
power would be required.  

  
Renewable Power: To Get Equivalent Energy As 2,234 MW Nuclear 

 Area Description of Need to Generate 18,004 Million KWH 
Solar 61,656 acres  10,276 MWs of solar panels using 6 acres of land per MW generating at a 

20% capacity factor.   
Wind 120,192 acres 2,284 off-shore wind turbines rated at 3 MWs each generating at a 30% 

capacity factor.   
 
Since there are about 640 acres in a square mile, the area of 61,656 acres for solar is also 96.3 
square miles and the area of 120,192 acres for wind is also 187.8 square miles. Furthermore, the 
required wind turbines must be given a one-quarter mile spacing for proper operation and so if 
placed off-shore would cover the length of the South Carolina coast line with three rows of 
turbines.   
 
These proposed nuclear units also displace a significant amount of CO2 that might otherwise 
have been emitted by a fossil plant. The following table shows how many trees would need to be 
planted to offset an equivalent amount of CO2 on an annual basis.   
 

Carbon Offsets: Using Equivalent Energy As 2,234 MW Nuclear 
Generation 

Source 
CO2 Emitted  

in millions of Tons 
Number of Trees 

in millions 
Land Area in Acres 

Coal 19.1 795 1,766,000 
Gas 8.5 350 778,000 

Note: A mature tree consumes 48 lbs of CO2/year and about 450 trees require one acre of land.  
 
Regarding Demand Side Management  
SCE&G has had a demand side management program in place for many years and has reported 
on it in its integrated resource plans which are currently filed annually. Below is an outline of 
these DSM programs. 
 

1. Customer Information Programs 
a. Annual Energy Campaign 
b. Internet-Based Information and Use Analysis 

2. Energy Conservation Programs 
a. Value Visit Program 
b. Energy Saver Rate 
c. Seasonal Rates 

3. Load Management Programs 
a. Standby Generator Program 
b. Interruptible Load Program 
c. Real Time Pricing (RTP) Rate 
d. Time of Use (TOU) Rates 
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A few measures of success of these programs are the following: 
• Almost 200,000 customers are registered for internet access; 
• Over 50,000 customers are on the Conservation Rate; and 
• 20% of commercial sales are served on TOU or RTP rates. 

 
Through our load management program, also known as demand response, we are able to avoid 
234 MWs of capacity in the form of interruptible load and standby generation. To put this in 
perspective the following graph compares the magnitude of SCE&G’s demand response program 
to other areas of the country. 
 

 
As can be seen in the graph only Florida with its winter morning spikes in load has more demand 
side load management.  
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One other advantage that SCE&G has over many other utilities is its pumped storage facility in 
Fairfield County. The following graph shows the impact that this unit had on the system load 
shape during the summer of 2007.  
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In effect the Fairfield Pumped Storage Plant shaved about 400MWs of load from the daily peak 
times of 2:00pm through 6:00pm and moved almost 4% of customer’s daily energy needs to the 
off peak. Clearly it would take a demand-side program of significant size to produce an 
equivalent peak load shifting effect on the system.  
 
In addition to the above the company is taking steps to revise and expand its collection of DSM 
programs. A new department has been created within the Company this year with the mission of 
developing the best portfolio of DSM programs to serve SCE&G’s customers.  As indicated 
above, DSM can play a useful and important role in reducing the demand for electricity on 
SCE&G’s system.  Reasonably anticipated gains from DSM programs, while quite beneficial, 
would not displace the need for the new nuclear units.  
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Regarding the Cost of Fuel  
A significant advantage of nuclear power over gas in particular is the low cost and stability of the 
fuel price. The following graph shows SCE&G’s experience with the cost of natural gas, coal 
and nuclear power over the last 15 years. The volatility of natural gas prices is shown in stark 
contrast to the relative stability of both coal and nuclear costs. The significant increase seen in 
natural gas prices especially in the last 5 years provides a strong argument for more fuel diversity 
away from reliance on natural gas generation.   
 

Sources: Annual 10-K reports sent to Securities and Exchange Commission (nuclear, coal, 
gas:2001-2007)and FERC Form 1 annual reports (gas:1994-2000). 
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There were three scenarios of projected natural gas prices and two scenarios of nuclear prices 
constructed for the economic analysis that is discussed in the next section. The high and low gas 
price forecast is plus and minus 25% respectively of the baseline gas price forecast. The high 
nuclear price forecast is about 10% higher than the baseline forecast. Both nuclear price forecasts 
are purchased from the UX Consulting Company.    
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The high and baseline nuclear price forecasts are almost indistinguishable in the graph because 
of the scale required to include the higher gas prices even though the high nuclear price is almost 
10% greater than the baseline price.  
 
Regarding the Economic Analysis  
Three expansion plan strategies are compared in an economic analysis using SCE&G’s baseline 
assumptions. These strategies are: the nuclear strategy, the gas strategy and the coal strategy. 
Both the nuclear and the coal strategies include gas capacity in the form of combustion turbine 
peaking units (CTs). The following table summarizes each planning strategy.  
 
Strategy  Description 
Nuclear Strategy Add two nuclear units at 614MWs each in 2016 and 2019. Add 24 CTs at 

93MWs each along with purchases throughout planning horizon as needed to 
maintain a 12% minimum reserve margin.   

Gas Strategy  Add three combined cycle natural gas units at 520MWs each in 2016, 2024 
and 2031. Add 20 CTs at 93MWs each along with purchases throughout 
planning horizon as needed to maintain a 12% minimum reserve margin.   

Coal Strategy  Add two coal units at 600MWs each in 2016 and 2019. Add 24 CTs at 
93MWs each along with purchases throughout planning horizon as needed to 
maintain a 12% minimum reserve margin.   
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The following table shows the results of an economic analysis using SCE&G’s baseline 
assumptions. 
 

 

Levelized Present Value of Comparative Revenue 
Requirements ($Million Per Year) – Shown as Change 

from the Nuclear Strategy 

CO2 at $15 CO2 at $30 High 
Natural Gas 

Prices 
1) Nuclear Strategy  - - - 
2) Gas Strategy 15.1 125.2 68.5 
3) Coal Strategy  94.9 267.5 99.0 
Note: Revenue includes production costs for all plants and the capital costs of all new plants. 

The nuclear strategy is seen to be the lowest cost option for SCE&G’s customers over the long 
run. Cost here is measured in terms of the impact on SCE&G’s customers’ bills and is quantified 
in the table as the levelized present value of comparative revenue requirements. Comparative 
revenue requirements refer to all fixed and variable production costs from all of the power plants 
plus the capital costs from all of the incremental power plants. Each of the three strategies 
includes enough capacity to meet a minimum reserve margin of 12%. For example, the “nuclear” 
strategy includes adding two nuclear units in 2016 and 2019 as well as sufficient purchases and 
peaking turbines to maintain the minimum reserve margin throughout the planning horizon of 40 
years. Referring to this table, it can be seen that the gas strategy would cost SCE&G’s customers 
$15.1 million per year more than the nuclear strategy if CO2 costs $15 per ton in 2012 and 
escalates at 7% per year. With CO2 at $30 per ton, the cost advantage of nuclear would be $125.2 
million per year. A higher natural gas price with CO2 at $15 per ton shows a nuclear cost 
advantage of $68.5 million per year.  
 

The following table shows the results from scenarios in which assumptions unfavorable to the 
nuclear strategy were made. For example, if uranium fuel prices follow a high track, the nuclear 
strategy still has a positive advantage over the gas strategy by $13.2 million per year but if 
natural gas prices follow a low track, then the gas strategy has the advantage over nuclear by 
$44.9 million per year. Additionally, if there is no legislation imposing additional costs on CO2 
emissions, the gas strategy has an $86.5 million advantage over nuclear. However while higher 
uranium prices are possible, they are not expected.  In addition, it does not seem reasonable at 
this point to expect low gas prices or no CO2 legislation.   

 

Levelized Present Value of Comparative Revenue 
Requirements ($Million) – Shown as Change from the 

Nuclear Strategy 

High 
Uranium 

Prices 

Low Gas 
Prices  

CO2 at $0 

1) Nuclear Strategy  - - - 
2) Gas Strategy 13.2 -44.9 -86.5 
3) Coal Strategy  87.5 90.1 -82.7 
Note: Revenue includes production costs for all plants and the capital costs of all new plants. 

As discussed earlier some of our existing coal plants are likely to be retired during the 40-year 
planning horizon. By adding the nuclear facilities the Company will be in a much better position 
to protect our customers from high fuel prices.  The table below compares the impact of three 
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possible coal retirement scenarios. The “High Forced Outage Rate” scenario assumes that 
SCE&G continues to operate all its coal plants no matter the age but they become more 
unreliable with time. The “Retire Small Coal Plants” scenario envisions the need for more 
environmental investment at each plant, such as, the need to add carbon capture. This type 
investment is not likely to be economical at smaller coal plants. Finally, the “Retire All Coal 
When 60 Years Old” scenario is self-explanatory. All three scenarios represent future 
possibilities. As shown in the table, SCE&G is better able to protect its customers under these 
scenarios if it pursues the Nuclear Strategy.   
 

 

Levelized Present Value of Comparative Revenue 
Requirements ($Million) – Shown as Change from the 

Nuclear Strategy 

High Forced 
Outage Rate

Retire Small 
Coal Plants  

Retire All 
Coal When 
60 Years 

Old 
1) Nuclear Strategy  - - - 
2) Gas Strategy 44.9 75.7 68.7 
Note: Revenue includes production costs for all plants and the capital costs of all new plants. 

While no one knows with certainty what a CO2 credit may cost, the following table presents 
some points of reference.   
 
$  per Ton of CO2 Description 
$47 Price of carbon futures contract for December 2012 on the Inter-

Continental Exchange: 27.75 Euros per metric ton @1.5607 exchange rate 
(4/25/2008) converted to $ per short ton. 

$55  Cost to capture and sequester CO2. Estimate from a U.S. Department of 
Energy website http://fossil.energy.gov/sequestration/capture/index.html 

$94  Price needed for gas generation at $73 per MWH to displace coal 
generation at $26 per MWH using variable production costs.  
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The table below shows the sensitivity of the economic results to the price of a CO2 credit. For 
each combination of escalation rate and CO2 price in 2012, the table shows the approximate 
difference in levelized revenue requirements between the nuclear strategy and the gas strategy. 
For example, if the CO2 price in 2012 is $20 and escalates at 5% per year, then the nuclear 
strategy would save SCE&G’s customers about $19 million per year on a levelized basis. On the 
other hand if the CO2 price were only $5 escalating at 2%, then the nuclear strategy would cost 
about $71 million more per year than the gas strategy.  The shaded area highlights the 
combinations of CO2 price and escalation which result in the gas strategy being more economical 
than the nuclear strategy.  
 

Change in Levelized Rev. Req.: Gas Strategy Minus Nuclear Strategy 
Positive Entries Represent Nuclear Advantage in Millions of Dollars 

CO2 Price  
/ Escalation  

$0 
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$45
 

$50
 

0% -87 -75 -63 -51 -40 -28 -16 -5 7 19 31
2% -87 -71 -55 -39 -23 -7 9 25 41 57 73
4% -87 -64 -42 -20 2 24 47 69 91 113 135
5% -87 -60 -34 -7 19 45 72 98 124 151 177
6% -87 -55 -24 8 39 71 102 134 165 197 228
8% -87 -41 5 50 96 141 187 233 278 324 369

10% -87 -19 48 116 183 250 318 385 453 520 587
 

 
In Summary 
Schedule H has shown that:  

• These nuclear facilities are the most economical form of generation to add under 
reasonable assumptions about the future. 

• These nuclear facilities meet the Company’s need for more base load capacity. 
• These nuclear facilities are non-emitting resources and therefore serve to protect the 

environment while at the same time mitigating exposure to the cost of complying with 
future environmental regulations.  

• These nuclear facilities support the need for fuel diversity in SCE&G’s capacity mix.  
• Renewable power, increased demand side management (DSM) and potential energy 

efficiency gains are not capable of replacing the need for more base load generation; 
however, they could fit nicely into the expansion plan by displacing some of the 
purchased power currently shown in the plan.  

 
Based on consideration of these factors, SCE&G has determined that constructing the nuclear 
facilities is the most reasonable and prudent response to its need for future base-load capacity to 
serve its customers and the people of South Carolina. 
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EXHIBIT I 

INFLATION INDICES 

PUBLIC VERSION 

Combined Application of South Carolina Electric & Gas Company for a 
 Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and 

Necessity and for a Base Load Review Order 
Public Service Commission Docket No. 2008-196-E 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This Exhibit I provides the inflation indices and escalators, and contingency factors used 
by SCE&G in projecting the capital cost of the two Westinghouse AP1000 Advanced Passive 
Safety Power Plant (AP1000) units it proposes to construct as V. C. Summer Nuclear Station 
(VCSNS) Units 2 & 3 (the Units or the Facilities). 

 

2. EXPLANATION OF COST ELEMENTS SUBJECT TO ESCALATION  
(See Attached Chart A) 

Chart A of Exhibit I provides the categories of capital investment that have been established 
for the project.  These categories are defined by risk profiles documenting the escalations and 
contingencies that are applied to base project cash flow.  The definitions of these profiles are 
determined by either contract terms or sound engineering and planning assumptions.  Project 
cash flow is assigned to each risk profile based on common risk characteristics; and escalations 
and contingencies are applied to generate future cash flow for use in regulatory and planning 
schedules.  Risk profiles are defined below: 

1) Fixed with No Adjustment – These costs are fixed per the EPC Contract and escalation 
is not applied. Contingency risk for this cash flow is principally related to change orders 
and is predicted to be relatively low.  

2)  Firm with Fixed Adjustment A – These costs have a fixed escalation of a specified 
percentage applied as part of the EPC Contract. Contingency risk for this cash flow is 
principally related to change orders and is predicted to be relatively low.  

3) Firm with Fixed Adjustment B – These costs have a fixed escalation of a specified 
percentage applied as part of the EPC Contract. Under the EPC Contract, this factor is 
expressed in two parts. One part is an inflation escalator equal to the percentage in item 2 
above. The other is a small additional factor that is designated a nuclear industry 
administration adjustment to compensate Westinghouse for the undertaking the project. 
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Contingency risk for this cash flow is principally related to change orders and is predicted 
to be relatively low.  

4) Firm with Indexed Escalation – Escalation for this schedule of costs is applied 
periodically under the EPC Contract based on the Handy−Whitman All Steam Generation 
Plant Index, South Atlantic Region. Handy-Whitman is a well recognized and commonly 
used construction index. The adjustment as billed under the EPC Contract will reflect the 
percentage increase in the Handy-Whitman All Steam Generation Plant Index, South 
Atlantic Region as measured between each bi-annual release of the index.  For planning 
purposes, SCE&G is using the most recent one-year index change for 2008, and the most 
recent five-year average of the index for 2009 and beyond to escalate these costs.  
Contingency risk for this cash flow is predicted to be relatively low.  

5) Actual Craft Wages – Site craft wages will be paid at actual costs. For planning 
purposes, SCE&G is using the most recent one−year index change of the 
Handy−Whitman All Steam & Nuclear Generation Plant Index, South Atlantic Region, 
for 2008, and the most recent five-year average of this index for 2009 and beyond to 
escalate these costs.  Contingency risk for this cash flow is expected to be higher than 
average. 

6) Non-Labor Costs – This schedule is paid at actual costs.  For planning purposes, 
SCE&G is using the most recent one-year index change of the Handy−Whitman All 
Steam & Nuclear Generation Plant Index, South Atlantic Region, for 2008, and the most 
recent five-year average of this index for 2009 and beyond to escalate these costs. 
Contingency risk for this cash flow is expected to be moderately high.  

7) Time & Materials – This schedule is paid at actual costs. For planning purposes, 
SCE&G is using the most recent one−year index change of the Handy−Whitman All 
Steam & Nuclear Generation Plant Index, South Atlantic Region, for 2008, and the most 
recent five-year average of this index for 2009 and beyond to escalate these costs. 
Contingency risk for this cash flow is expected to be moderately high.  

8) Owners Costs Target Estimates – This schedule is paid at actual costs.  For planning 
purposes, SCE&G is using the most recent one-year factor of the GDP Chained Price 
Index, a commonly used U.S. Government published general escalation index, to escalate 
2008 costs. The most recent five-year average of this index is used to escalate costs for 
2009 and beyond.  Contingency risk for this cash flow is expected to be moderately high.  

9) Transmission Costs – This schedule is paid at actual costs.  For planning purposes, the 
base estimate is escalated based on the most recent Handy−Whitman Transmission Plant 
Index, South Atlantic Region index, and the most recent five-year average of this index,  
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is used to escalate costs for 2009 and beyond.  Contingency risk for this cash flow is 
expected to be moderately high.  

 

3. PUBLIC AND CONFIDENTIAL VERSION OF THE INTRODUCTION TO 
EXHIBIT I AND CHART A TO EXHIBIT I 

In response to a claim of confidentiality made by Westinghouse under the provisions 
of the EPC Contract, SCE&G has prepared public and confidential versions of this 
introduction to Exhibit I, and of Chart B to Exhibit I. The differences between the two 
versions are as follows: 

a. The public version of this introduction to Exhibit I does not specify the 
percentage of the costs under the EPC Contract that fall within the Fixed/Firm 
pricing category and the additional percentage of cost that Westinghouse and 
Stone & Webster have agreed to offer for conversion to Fixed/Firm pricing.  The 
confidential version of the introduction provides these percentages. 

b. The public version of this introduction to Exhibit I, and of Chart B to Exhibit I 
does not provide the specific inflation factors that the EPC Contract has 
established for the two Firm with Fixed Adjustment Categories.  The confidential 
version sets forth these factors. 

c. The public version of Chart B to Exhibit I does not list the specific items of 
equipment or cost included in the four Fixed/Firm categories of cost.  The 
confidential version of that document lists the specific items of equipment or cost 
under the heading “Cost Make-up.”  

SCE&G intends to make the confidential version of the introduction to Exhibit I and of 
Chart B to Exhibit I available to parties who sign an appropriate confidentiality agreement. 

 

4. HANDY-WHITMAN AND GDP INDICES 
(See Attached Chart B) 

 Chart B to Exhibit I provides five years of historical data for the Handy-Whitman 
(HW) All Steam Generation Plant, All Steam & Nuclear Generation Plant, and 
Transmission Plant, for the South Atlantic Region; as well as the Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) inflation index.  These are the indices discussed in Chart A of Exhibit I and used by 
SCE&G in preparing cost projections related to the Facility. 

 



Cost Elements Subject to Escalation & Contingency 
EPC 

Category Cost Make-up* Escalation I nd ices/ Assu mptions 
1) Fixed with no Adjustment Various specified plant components Fixed Price not subject to escalation under the 

EPC Contract. 
2) Firm with Fixed Adjustment A Other specified plant components Fixed escalation of a specified percentage under 

the EPC Contract. 

3) Firm with Fixed Adjustment B Specific Westinghouse charges Fixed adjustment of different specified percentage 
under the EPC Contract. 

- One part of the total percentage is base 
escalation, and 

- Another part is a nuclear industry 
administration adjustment. 

4) Firm with Indexed Adjustment All equipment not listed elsewhere and other costs. Adjusted periodically under the EPC Contract by 
the Handy-Whitman All Steam Generation Plant 
Index. 

5) Actual Craft Wages All site craft labor. Paid at actual costs. Base estimate is escalated at 
Shaw/Stone Webster developed market index for 
target purposes. Handy-Whitman All Steam & 
Nuclear Generation Index used to escalate for 
planning purposes. 

6) Non-Labor Target Construction Materials, consumables, furnish & erect Paid at actual costs. Base estimate is escalated at 
subcontractors. a Handy-Whitman All Steam & Nuclear Generation 

Index for planning purposes. 

7) T&M Startup and COLA and other permitting and licensing Paid at actual costs under the EPC Contract. Base 
support. estimate is escalated at Handy-Whitman All Steam 

& Nuclear Generation Index for planning 
purposes. 

Owners' Cost 
Category Cost Make-up Escalation Indices/Assumptions 

8) Project Target Estimates All equipment, labor, materials, insurance, overhead, Paid at actual costs. Base estimate is escalated at 
etc. not covered under the EPC Contract. Gross Domestic Product Chained Price Index 

historical average for planning purposes. 

9) Transmission Projections New Transmission Lines and Transmission System Paid at actual costs. Base estimate is escalated at 
upgrades to support interconnection of new Nuclear Handy-Whitman Transmission Plant Construction 
units per Generator Interconnection Facilities Studies. Index for planning purposes. 

* Associated overheads and profits will be included in cost elements. 

SCE&G, Application Exhibit I, Chart A 

Public Version 

Contingency Assumptions 
Low Risk- 5% 

Low Risk- 5% 

LowRisk-5% 

Low Risk- 5% 

High Risk - 20% 

Moderate-High Risk - 15% 

Moderate-High Risk - 15% 

Contingency Assumptions 
Moderate-High risk - 15% 

Moderate-High risk - 15% 

Public 



Year Index Yr/Yr change Three year Average Five Year Average Ten Year Average
2007 491 7.7% 7.0% 5.74% 4.1%
2006 456 7.5% 6.6% 4.8%
2005 424 5.7% 4.5% 3.7%
2004 401 6.6% 3.5% 3.6%
2003 376 1.1% 2.0% 2.3%
2002 372 2.8% 3.4% 2.5%
2001 362 2.3% 2.6%

SCE&G, Combined Application, Page 1 of 4

Exhibit I, Chart B

HW All Steam Generation Plant

2000 354 5.0% 2.5%
1999 337 0.6%
1998 335 1.8%
1997 329



Year Index Yr/Yr change Three year Average Five Year Average Ten Year Average
2007 490 7.7% 7.0% 5.75% 4.1%
2006 455 7.6% 6.7% 4.8%
2005 423 5.8% 4.5% 3.7%
2004 400 6.7% 3.5% 3.6%
2003 375 1.1% 2.0% 2.4%
2002 371 2 8% 3 4% 2 5%

SCE&G, Combined Application, Page 2 of 4

Exhibit I, Chart B

HW All Steam + Nuclear Generation Plant

2002 371 2.8% 3.4% 2.5%
2001 361 2.3% 2.6%
2000 353 5.1% 2.5%
1999 336 0.6%
1998 334 1.8%
1997 328



Year Index Yr/Yr change Three year Average Five Year Average Ten Year Average
2007 518 8.8% 8.1% 6.86% 4.5%
2006 476 9.2% 8.6% 5.3% 3.6%
2005 436 6.3% 5.4% 4.0%
2004 410 10.2% 3.6% 4.0%
2003 372 -0 3% 1 1% 1 6%

SCE&G, Combined Application, Page 3 of 4

Exhibit I, Chart B

HW All Transmission Plant

2003 372 -0.3% 1.1% 1.6%
2002 373 0.8% 3.4% 2.1%
2001 370 2.8% 2.4%
2000 360 6.5% 2.4%
1999 338 -2.0%
1998 345 2.7%
1997 336



               SCE&G, Combined Application, Page 4 of 4

Exhibit I, Chart B

SERIESTYPE UNIT SHORT LABEL 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Chained Price Index--Gross Domestic Product
U.S. Macro - 10 Year Basel (2000=100) Chained price index-gross domestic product 96.48 97.87 100.00 102.40 104.19 106.41 109.46 113.01 116.57 119.67
Annual Percent change 1.44% 2.18% 2.40% 1.75% 2.13% 2.87% 3.24% 3.15% 2.66%
3-Year Annual Percent change 2.11% 2.09% 2.25% 2.74% 3.09% 3.02%
5-Year Annual Percent change 2.26% 2.48% 2.63% 2.81%
10-Year Annual Percent change
Consumer Price Index, All-Urban
U.S. Macro - 10 Year Basel Index Consumer price index, all-urban 1.63 1.67 1.72 1.77 1.80 1.84 1.89 1.95 2.02 2.07
Percent change 2.19% 3.37% 2.82% 1.60% 2.30% 2.67% 3.37% 3.23% 2.86%
3-Year Annual Percent change 2.59% 2.24% 2.19% 2.78% 3.09% 3.15%
5-Year Annual Percent change 2.55% 2.55% 2.63% 2.88%
10-Year Annual Percent change
Producer Price Index--Finished Goods
U.S. Macro - 10 Year Basel (1982=1.0) Producer price index-finished goods 1.31 1.33 1.38 1.41 1.39 1.43 1.48 1.56 1.60 1.67
Percent change 1.82% 3.76% 1.94% -1.30% 3.18% 3.62% 4.85% 2.95% 3.92%
3-Year Annual Percent change 1.44% 1.26% 1.81% 3.88% 3.81% 3.91%3 Year Annual Percent change 1.44% 1.26% 1.81% 3.88% 3.81% 3.91%
5-Year Annual Percent change 2.22% 2.44% 2.64% 3.71%
10-Year Annual Percent change



EXHIBIT J 
 

RISK FACTORS RELATED TO CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF THE 
FACILITY 

Combined Application of South Carolina Electric & Gas Company for a 
 Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and 

Necessity and for a Base Load Review Order 
Public Service Commission Docket No. 2008-196-E 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This Exhibit J provides an overview of certain of the major risk factors related to the 
permitting, construction and placing into service of two Westinghouse AP1000 Advanced 
Passive Safety Power Plants units as V. C. Summer Nuclear Station (VCSNS) Units 2 & 3 (the 
Units or the Facilities).  The attached Chart A to this Exhibit J provides a list of certain of those 
risk factors in tabular form.  

2. OVERVIEW 

The risk factors related to the Facilities fall into several broad categories.  Certain of the 
risk factors are risks that are typical of construction projects of the size and complexity of the 
Facilities. Others are related to the degree and sensitivity of the regulatory and safety oversight 
that are involved in nuclear construction.  Still others are related to the fact that the Units will be 
among the first new nuclear units sited and built in the United States since the 1970s and 1980s, 
and will be among the first of what are anticipated to be a dozen or more new Westinghouse 
AP1000 units to be constructed in the United States and other countries over the next decade. 

The discussion of risks that follows should be balanced by an appreciation of the factors 
that establish nuclear generation as the most prudent choice for meeting the growing energy 
needs of SCE&G’s customers.  Among those factors are the high cost of coal and new coal-fired 
capacity; the environmental concerns surrounding the construction of additional coal-fired 
generation; the uncertainty as to future costs or limitations imposed on CO2 emissions; the 
uncertainty as to future natural gas prices and supplies; the relatively large amount of gas-fired 
generation already included in SCE&G’s generation mix; the clear need for additional base load 
capacity, as opposed to intermediate gas-fired capacity, on SCE&G’s system; the uncertainty as 
to the future costs and availability of AP1000 units or other nuclear units as the cost of 
alternative energy rises and global demand for these units increases; the value of special Federal 
tax incentives for those companies building nuclear units in the first phase of the present 
construction cycle; and other factors.   
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More specifically, the choice of the AP1000 units and Westinghouse/Stone & Webster as 
suppliers and contractors, are justified by the safety, simplicity, and logic of the AP1000 design; 
the superior experience and track record of Westinghouse and Stone & Webster in the nuclear 
power systems and nuclear power plant construction industries; and the wide acceptance of the 
AP1000 design among the utilities planning to build new nuclear units in the near future.  In 
addition, because the Units will be among the first Westinghouse AP1000 units anticipated to be 
constructed in the United States, suppliers, contractors and others in the industry are expected to 
have a strong interest in supporting the success of SCE&G’s construction and permitting process. 

Nevertheless, there are a number of risk factors related to construction of the Units which 
SCE&G has taken into account in making the decision to construct Westinghouse AP1000 units 
at this time.   

3. LICENSING AND REGULATORY, POLITICAL AND LEGISLATIVE 
RISK FACTORS 

NRC Licensing – The NRC has stated that it prefers to follow a three-step process for the 
issuance of Combined Operating Licenses (“COLs”) for new nuclear facilities: 

1. Final Design Approval – The first step for licensing of new nuclear units 
is the issuance of a final design approval which constitutes an approval of the conceptual 
design of the principal Nuclear Steam Supply Systems and Balance of Plant systems for 
a type of unit.  The AP1000 nuclear design was approved by the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (“NRC”) on September 13, 2004 (the “Final Design Approval”).   Since the 
Final Design Approval was initially granted, Westinghouse has applied for approval for 
design improvements and refinements for the AP1000 unit.  Revisions 1-15 have been 
approved by the NRC.  One additional revision is pending at this time. 

 
2. Reference Unit Licensing – The second stage in the NRC review and 

licensing process is the licensing of a specific plant, including all plant systems, facilities 
and processes, through the Combined Operating License (“COL”) process.  The NRC has 
expressed a preference that the potential owners and builder of each type of unit 
collaborate in the filing of a single, initial COL Application (“COLA”) for the type of 
unit that they are proposing to build.  That initial COLA then can be used as a reference 
case for all similar units.  The NRC approval of systems, facilities and processes can then 
be referenced in COLA proceedings related to other similar units.    

SCE&G is participating in NuStart Energy Development, LLC (“NuStart”), an 
association of utilities considering constructing nuclear units and of nuclear-systems 
providers like Westinghouse.  In keeping with NRC policy, all Westinghouse AP1000 
units are planned to be largely identical except for limited variations required by specific 
site conditions. The COLA for TVA’s Bellefonte Units 3 & 4 has been chosen as the 
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reference case for the AP1000 units (the “Reference Unit COLA”).  It was submitted to 
the NRC on October 30, 2007.  NuStart and the Department of Energy are sharing the 
cost of the Bellefonte licensing process.  

3. VCSNS Units 2 & 3 COL Application – SCE&G’s application for a 
COL for VCSNS Units 2 & 3 was filed on March 31, 2008, with the NRC. This 
application builds on the Final Design Approval granted by the NRC for the 
Westinghouse AP1000 design, and the Reference Unit COLA for Bellefonte Units 3 & 4, 
and also includes the specific information necessary to allow licensing of construction of 
the Units at the Jenkinsville site. 

Licensing Risk – SCE&G has carefully reviewed the Final Design Approval issued for 
the Westinghouse AP1000 and the application and the information contained in the Bellefonte 
Reference Unit COLA.  SCE&G believes that AP1000 design can and should be licensed by the 
NRC for construction under the Reference Unit COLA.  Moreover, as explained more fully in 
Exhibits A and P to this Application, SCE&G and consultants working on its behalf have 
conducted extensive environmental and site characterization work related to the Jenkinsville site. 
SCE&G had already studied and evaluated that site extensively as part of the licensing and 
license extension process for VCSNS Unit 1.  Based on the foregoing, and SCE&G’s history of 
successful nuclear operations at the Jenkinsville site going back over 20 years, SCE&G believes 
that the risks related to the COLA process for the Units are reasonable and the decision to 
proceed with licensing and construction of the Units is prudent and in the best interest of its 
customers and the State of South Carolina.   

Nonetheless, the risks related to the COLA process include the fact that many of the NRC 
regulations, standards and processes under which the licensing of the Units will take place are 
new and relatively untested; NRC staffing to support the new round of nuclear licensing is still 
being assembled; and many of the personnel that will be involved in this licensing process have 
not been part of the licensing of new nuclear units at any other time in their careers.  As of mid-
May of 2008, there were nine COLAs submitted to the NRC.  Furthermore, a significant number 
of COLAs may be submitted in the next 12 months and these additional filings could make it 
more difficult for NRC to conduct timely reviews of applications.  

There are clear advantages to SCE&G being an early applicant for a COL since personnel 
and resource issues may become more pronounced as the number of applications increase.  
Nevertheless, the fact remains that the NRC is in the early stages of the current licensing cycle 
and potential delays in the NRC licensing process can delay the construction schedule.  In 
addition, the degree of opposition to the COLA from various groups cannot be gauged at this 
time.  While the NRC enforces clear limitations on interventions and on the issues that 
interveners can raise, the degree of delay and expense that intervener opposition might engender 
in the licensing process is difficult to predict at this time.  
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Substantive Design, Licensing or Regulatory Compliance Problems – From a 
substantive standpoint, SCE&G does not believe it is likely that the NRC’s COLA review will 
uncover material design or process issues related to the Units, or related to their siting at the 
Jenkinsville location.  Alternatively, SCE&G believes that if any such flaws are discovered they 
will be remedied in a timely and cost-effective manner without unduly affecting the schedule or 
cost of the Units.  However, the emergence of substantive design-related or process-related 
issues is not beyond possibility and the potential for additional cost and delay as a result of them 
are a part of the risk profile related to the Units.  Also, changes in regulatory requirements during 
the course of construction could result in the need for redesigns, retrofits or reworking of work 
already completed.  

Integrated Tests, Approvals, and Acceptance Criteria (“ITAACs”) – One subset of 
risks related to NRC licensing is the risk related to the criteria and protocols for testing, approval 
and acceptance of work on the Units as work is completed.  This testing, approval and 
acceptance is known as ITAAC.  Under the current approach to licensing adopted by the NRC, 
the NRC intends to issue a COL for new units in advance of the design/build team completing all 
aspects of plant design and engineering and before construction drawings are complete.  
However, to be allowed to proceed with construction and with plant operation, the plant and its 
major components and systems must meet stringent performance standards.  Those standards are 
measured through performance testing routines and analysis, i.e., ITAACs, which are conducted 
as important stages of the work are completed.   

The NRC has established the ITAAC criteria which the Units and other new nuclear units 
must meet to ensure the plants will operate as intended.  However, those ITAACs could change 
during the course of the Units’ licensing or construction.  It is possible that the NRC could 
require additional ITAACs or increase the scope or stringency of existing ITAACs during the 
course of construction and testing of the Units.  This could happen for any number of reasons, 
including pressure from interveners in the COL proceedings or changes in public or political 
attitudes toward nuclear power.  In addition, the NRC is still developing the process for 
approving the results of the ITAAC tests once they are completed and for resolving disputes or 
other issues related to the results of those tests.  The hearing process which would currently 
apply to ITAAC issues is untested.  Those hearings could add expense and delay to the 
construction of the Units. 

SCE&G does not have any basis at present to believe that the ITAAC process will pose 
significant risks to the schedule or cost estimates presented in this Application.  However, risks 
related to the ITAAC process are risks to which the construction of the Units is subject.  

NRC Licensing Generally – At this time, the most significant risks related to NRC 
licensing appear to be a) the risk of delay in the issuance of a COL, the resulting disruption of the 
construction schedule, and the increase in construction costs that such a delay would represent; 
and b) the risks related to changes or delays in the ITAAC process, particularly as construction 
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of the Units enters its latter stages.  Nonetheless, the information available to SCE&G at this 
time indicates that SCE&G should be able to obtain a COL and comply with ITAACs on 
reasonable terms and conditions, without undue expense, and on a schedule that supports the 
construction schedule set forth elsewhere in this Application.  

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) Approval – The Units will take 
cooling water from the existing Monticello and Parr Reservoirs located on the Jenkinsville site.  
These reservoirs are part of a FERC-licensed water power development which was put in service 
in its current form in 1978 to support VCSNS Unit 1.  Because VCSNS Units 2 & 3 will take 
cooling water from the Monticello Reservoirs, the construction and operation of certain aspects 
of the Units will require FERC approvals.  The process for NRC/FERC interaction related to 
these approvals and the length of time required for FERC review and issuance of approvals is not 
well defined at present.  SCE&G does not foresee any difficulty in obtaining the required FERC 
approvals, but the FERC approval process could delay the construction schedule and impose 
additional costs.  

 Other State and Federal Permits – SCE&G will need to obtain a substantial number of 
other permits from the State of South Carolina, the Corps of Engineers, and other regulatory 
bodies to complete the construction of the Units and place them into operation.   A list of those 
permits is attached as Chart B to Exhibit J.  

SCE&G’s assessment of the risks related to these permits is similar to its assessment of 
the risks related to the COL process.  SCE&G is not aware of any facts that would indicate that 
any of the permits would be difficult or impossible to obtain on reasonable terms or schedules. 
The facts at SCE&G’s disposal presently indicate that the permits listed on Chart B should be 
available on reasonable terms and conditions, and on a schedule that supports the timely 
construction of the Units as set forth in other parts of this Application.  However, SCE&G 
recognizes the risks related to these permits are risks of constructing the Units.  Difficulty or 
delay in obtaining these permits could have an adverse impact on SCE&G’s ability to meet its 
construction schedules, and could increase the cost of the Units either through delay costs or 
though additional costs required in meeting regulatory requirements. 

Political, Legislative, Regulatory or Public Opinion Risks – Concerns about climate 
change, about America’s dependency on imported energy supplies, about the recent volatility of 
natural gas prices, and about the availability of future natural gas supplies, as well as the U.S. 
nuclear industry’s 20 year track record of safety, efficiency and reliability, have all contributed to 
a political, legislative, regulatory and public climate that is supportive of nuclear generation.  
However, events that are hypothetical and difficult to predict could result in a change in the 
current level of political, legislative, regulatory and public support for nuclear generation in 
general or for the Units specifically.  Such a change could in turn result in additional costs, 
delays and difficulty in receiving permits, licenses or approvals for the Units, and possibly could 
place the cost and schedule forecasts for the Units in jeopardy.  While such events are difficult to 
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predict or envision, any major event that casts doubt on the continued safety and reliability of 
nuclear power, of the Westinghouse AP1000 design, or the suitability of the VCSNS site for 
additional nuclear units could result in such a reversal.   

4. ENGINEERING RISK FACTORS 

Final Engineering of the Units – As discussed above, the NRC has issued a Final Design 
Approval for the Westinghouse AP1000. The Reference Unit COL application has been 
submitted to the NRC and review of that application is underway.  Nevertheless, under the 
current NRC licensing approach, there is engineering work related to the Units that will not be 
completed until after the COL is issued. Any engineering or design changes that arise out of that 
work, or the engineering or design changes required to address problems that arise once 
construction is underway, are potential risks which could impact cost schedules and construction 
schedules for the Units. While SCE&G expects some design changes in the due course of 
finalizing the design and engineering of the Units, SCE&G is not aware of any specific risks or 
problems related to the engineering remaining to be done, and does not have information that 
would lead it to believe that any material or significant change in the design or engineering of the 
Units will be required as a result of the remaining engineering or construction.  Nonetheless, 
SCE&G considers these sorts of design and engineering-related risks to be risks to which the 
Units are subject.  

Design-Related Vendor Risks – The Units, like other generation plants and other 
complex industrial facilities, are designed to use plant components that are generally available in 
the industry.  As with all such plants or facilities, there is risk that component manufacturers may 
exit the business or change the design of their products such that they are no longer suitable to 
meet the requirements of the Units’ design.  Were this to occur, alternative components would 
need to be indentified and included in the design, or the design would need to be otherwise 
modified to do without the unavailable component. Such events could result delay in the 
construction schedule or additional cost.  SCE&G is not aware of any specific risks in this 
regard, nor has it identified any components or suppliers likely to pose such risks, but considers 
this design-related vendor risk as a risk which the Units share with other similar types of 
facilities.  

5. PROCUREMENT AND TRANSPORTATION RELATED RISK FACTORS 

Availability of Qualified Suppliers and Manufacturing Capacity – VCSNS Units 2 & 
3 are being built at the beginning of a new cycle of nuclear construction.  The Units are also 
likely to be among the first of a dozen or more new Westinghouse AP1000 units to be built in the 
United States.  The supply chain for nuclear-grade plant components has not been supported by 
new construction for some decades and will need to be significantly expanded to meet the 
requirements of this new construction cycle.  
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In this context, it is helpful that Units will be built at the leading edge of the cycle, and 
should have the first call on the suppliers and manufacturing capacity that exist today. 
Nonetheless, the volume of anticipated nuclear construction around the world may create 
shortages in this capacity which may lead to increased costs and schedule delays in obtaining key 
components. Natural disasters, disruptions in normal industrial operations, material shortages, 
political unrest and other force majeure-type events could disrupt this supply chain.  Such 
disruptions could in turn delay construction and increase the cost of the Units.  SCE&G is not 
aware of any specific risks or problems related to the component supply chain and the 
manufacturing capacity that supports it.  However, SCE&G does consider supply chain risk to be 
one of the risks to which the Units are subject.  

Manufacturing and Quality Issues – Quality controls and manufacturing standards for 
components for nuclear plants are very stringent and the processes involved may place unique 
demands on component manufacturers.  It is possible that manufacturers of unique components 
(e.g., steam generators and pump assemblies or other large components or modules used in the 
Units) and manufacturers of other sensitive components may encounter problems with their 
manufacturing processes or in meeting quality control standards.  Many of the very largest 
components and forging used in the Units can only be produced at a limited number of foundries 
or other facilities worldwide.  Any difficulties that these foundries or other facilities encounter in 
meeting fabrication schedules or quality standards may cause schedule or price issues for the 
Units.  SCE&G is not aware of facts that would indicate that such problems exist or are likely to 
occur.   But if such problems do occur, they could lead to schedule delays for the Units and 
increased costs and so are properly considered risk factors related to the project.          

Shipping Issues – Many of the components and assemblies for Units are quite large and 
pose unique shipping and delivery challenges.  Some of the very largest components and 
assemblies will be fabricated in the Far East, shipped across the Pacific Ocean to Charleston or 
other U.S. East Coast ports, off-loaded, and then shipped by rail to the construction site.  Certain 
of these assemblies will be as large as any items that are typically handled by the shippers 
involved.   

In addition, much of the plant will be constructed using advanced modular construction 
techniques.  Many of these modular components will be fabricated off-site at facilities dedicated 
to supporting construction of the AP1000 units. Those modules will be delivered by truck or rail 
to the Jenkinsville site for assembly. Regular and timely delivery of these components to the site 
is an important condition for successfully meeting the schedule and cost projections for 
construction. 

If shipping problems for components and assemblies occur; if loss or damage occurs to 
unique assemblies during shipping and delivery; if damage or disruption were to occur to ports 
or rail facilities due to natural disasters, political unrest or other causes; or if rail lines serving the 
site were to prove to be inadequate, this could cause schedule impacts and additional cost for the 
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project.  SCE&G believes that the shipping issues are manageable, but shipping risk is a risk of 
construction. 

6. CONSTRUCTION RISKS 

Benefit of Standardized Designs and Advanced Modular Construction – As indicated 
above, the construction of the Units will employ standardized designs and advanced modular 
construction processes.  The project schedule and costs are based on efficiencies and economies 
anticipated from the use of these techniques.  The projected benefits and the resulting schedules 
and cost estimates reflected in this Application appear to be reasonable. However, standardized 
design and advanced modular construction has not been used to build a nuclear facility in the 
United States to date. The construction process and schedule is subject to the risk that the 
benefits from standardized designs and advanced modular construction may not prove to be as 
great as anticipated. 

Rework and Repair Risks – Westinghouse has contracted to supply the AP1000 design 
and selected components for four AP1000 units in China, and as of the time of this application, 
Westinghouse/Stone & Webster has signed an EPC contract with the Southern Company for the 
construction of two AP1000 units at the Plant Vogtle site on the Savannah River near Augusta, 
Georgia.  While SCE&G believes the AP1000 to be a superior design, and has full confidence in 
the ability of Westinghouse and Stone & Webster as suppliers and contractors, it is nonetheless 
true that no AP1000 units have yet been built.  Accordingly, problems may arise during 
construction that are not anticipated at this time.  These problems may require repairs or rework 
to be corrected.  Repairs and rework pose schedule and cost risk resulting both from the repair 
and rework itself, and from the time and expense required to diagnose the cause of the problem, 
and to plan, review and approve the work plan before implementation. Westinghouse and Stone 
& Webster have great experience and expertise in construction of power plants, and should be 
able to anticipate and avoid, or efficiently correct, construction problems as they become 
apparent.  Nonetheless, repairs and rework represent a construction related risk of the AP1000 
units. 

Labor Risks – The construction of the Units will require a workforce of several thousand 
people at its peak.  Many of the jobs involved will require workers with specialized construction 
skills such as specialty welding, pipefitting and electrical skills. In addition, successfully 
completing the project will require the recruitment and retention of skilled construction managers 
and supervisors.   

• Cost and Availability Risks – The availability of the necessary employees, 
managers and supervisors for constructing the Units will depend on a number of 
factors, including overall economic and construction-related activity in the region, 
and the number of nuclear plants under construction in the region at the time the 
Units are being built.  As one of the first nuclear construction projects anticipated 
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to get underway in the current construction cycle, the SCE&G construction project 
should have an advantage in attracting the required personnel over projects 
beginning later.  But staffing risks for the Units include both the possible shortage 
of required workers, which could impact both schedule and costs, and the risk that 
bidding for the available work force will raise labor costs to levels higher than 
anticipated.  Some inflation in labor costs is built into the cost projections and 
project pricing.  However, actual inflation in labor costs could be higher than 
expected. Labor price and availability risks are important risks of the projects. 

• Training Risks – Part of the challenge related to construction staffing will be that 
of properly training personnel in the skills necessary to successfully complete the 
project.  Training costs can be a significant part of the project costs. If the 
construction labor force cannot be brought to the proper skill level, or maintained 
at that level in the face of employee turnover, then there will be a risk of excessive 
rework, schedule delays and increased costs.   

• Language Issues – For a large number of construction workers, English may be 
their second language or they may have limited English skills.  Making provisions 
for a large non-English speaking component of the work force may result in 
efficiency losses and require incurring additional costs for translation services.   

• Fitness for Duty Regulations – The NRC has issued fitness for duty regulations 
for nuclear plant construction workers.  Fitness for duty regulations are intended to 
provide reasonable assurance that nuclear plant personnel, including construction 
personnel, will perform their tasks in a reliable manner; that they are not under the 
influence of any substance, legal or illegal, that may impair their ability to 
perform; and that they are not mentally or physically impaired from any cause, 
including fatigue, illness or emotional distress, that can adversely affect their 
ability to competently perform their duties.  Requirements under these regulations 
include pre-employment screening, drug and alcohol testing (with appropriate 
privacy protections), post-accident testing, and on-the-job behavioral awareness.  
Non-nuclear personnel are likely to be unfamiliar with the requirements imposed 
by these regulations.  Concerns about the tests, or the failure to meet their 
requirements, may lead to increased turn-over or difficulty in hiring sufficient 
numbers of skilled employees, supervisors and managers.   

• Strikes or Walkouts – While union activity is not as common in South Carolina 
as in other states, organization of the workforce for the Units is possible and labor 
disputes could result in strikes or walkouts.  

These individual labor-related risks are part of the overall challenge of recruiting, training, 
retaining and supervising a large, diverse and highly-skilled work force to construct the Units.  
SCE&G believes these labor-related risks to be manageable, but they do constitute major risks 
related to the construction of the projects.  
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Scope Increases – Construction scope increases can result from changes in regulation, 
design changes, changes in the design and characteristics of components of equipment, and other 
similar factors.  Many of the reasons for scope changes have been discussed in specific contexts 
above.  In general, scope changes involve the cost and delay of redesign work, and of 
implementing the expanded scope.  Scope changes represent an important category of risk to 
which the project is susceptible.  

Transmission Siting and Construction – Transmission-related costs are properly 
considered as part of the capital cost of a plant for the purposes of Base Load Review Act 
proceedings.  However, the Company does not plan to design and permit off-site transmission 
facilities for VCSNS Units 2 & 3 until the later stages of plant construction. This delay will 
allow the transmission lines to be configured to suit the needs of SCE&G’s transmission system 
as they may evolve over the course of the construction period.  The actual transmission costs 
associated with the Units will depend on the final routing and design of the transmission 
facilities, the cost of right of way along the route chosen, the schedule and cost of the right of 
way acquisition and siting processes, and the cost of transmission construction at the times the 
lines are built.  

7. OPERATIONAL RISKS 
 

General Operations – SCE&G has successfully operated and maintained a 
Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactor, i.e., VCSNS Unit 1, for more than 20 years. SCE&G’s 
operations have consistently received high ratings by the NRC and by Institute of Nuclear Power 
Operations (INPO) and the availability factors for the plant have been very good. All the 
resources necessary for supporting the operations of such a unit are in place and functioning well 
at the Jenkinsville site.   

Adding two new AP1000 units to the site will require significant expansion of SCE&G’s 
existing staff and capabilities.  Recruiting, training and retaining the required staff is one of the 
risks related to operation of the plant, but it is a risk SCE&G believes that can be managed 
without undue difficulty.  

 
Spent Fuel Storage – Each unit of VCSNS Units 2 & 3 will have the capability to store 

18 years of fuel discharges from the reactor in its spent fuel storage pool.  In the next several 
years, SCE&G will have to construct and place into operation a secure dry-fuel storage facility at 
the Jenkinsville site to receive and hold spent fuel from VCSNS Unit 1. This facility will be 
constructed large enough to facilitate storage of spent fuel from Units 2 & 3. The dry-fuel 
storage facility will have the capability to hold spent fuel safely until a permanent repository for 
it is available. SCE&G does not believe that spent-fuel storage is a material risk factor related to 
operation of the Units.  
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Fuel Cost Risk – SCE&G believes that nuclear fuel for its reactors will be available in 
sufficient quantities and at reasonable prices during the course of its operation of the Units. The 
cost of nuclear fuel has risen recently in response to the resurgence of interest in nuclear 
generation. However, SCE&G is not aware of any reason to believe that supplies of nuclear fuel 
or nuclear fuel fabrication capacity will be unduly constrained in the long-term.  Moreover, the 
cost of fuel is a much smaller part of the cost of nuclear generation than it is for generation from 
fossil fuel sources. Accordingly, the economics of nuclear generation are much less dependent 
on fuel costs than are the economics of coal- or natural-gas-fired generation. 

 
8. FINANCIAL AND GENERAL INFLATION RISKS 

Financial Risk – As other exhibits show, construction of the Units will require the Company 
to access large amounts of capital on regular intervals to make the required payments to 
Westinghouse and Stone & Webster, and to fund its own internal costs related to the project.  
SCE&G believes that it will have access to the required capital on reasonable terms during the 
construction process. The present Base Load Review Act proceeding and future revised rates 
filings will play a critical role in the Company’s ability to obtain that capital.   

Nonetheless, instability in global or U.S. capital markets, future developments which bias 
capital markets against investments in nuclear power, or developments which call into question 
the future financial integrity of the Company or its ability to recover its costs of utility operations 
in a timely way, all could restrict SCE&G’s access to capital on reasonable terms. Scope changes 
or cost increases that result in additional requirements for capital could also present financial 
challenges to the Company.  Anything that might cause the Company to lose the ability to access 
required capital in a timely way could result in disruption of the construction process and 
schedule, and represents a potential risk factor for the construction of the Units. 

Inflation and Supply Shortage Risks – Inflation related to nuclear construction labor, and 
to nuclear-plant materials and components has been discussed above.  In addition, inflation in the 
cost of standard construction inputs like cement, steel, copper, nickel, gasoline and diesel fuel, 
all could result in increased costs for constructing the Units. Increasingly globalized markets 
have resulted in increased competition for supplies of such standard construction materials.  
Inflation is often accompanied by supply shortages.  SCE&G has built reasonable inflation 
projections into its cost projections for the project.  Nonetheless, supply shortages and 
unanticipated levels of price inflation for standard construction inputs represent a risk both to 
cost projections and schedule projections for constructing the Units. 

9. SEVERE WEATHER AND NATURAL AND MAN-MADE DISASTERS  

Severe Weather and Natural and Man-Made Disasters – The timely and successful 
construction of the Units depends on a supply chain that is global in scope as well as on 
conditions localized at the Jenkinsville site.  Severe weather and natural and man-made disasters 
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at any point in that supply chain can interfere with the progress of the construction and affect 
both price and schedule risks. The problems disasters pose are most acute if they occur at sites 
which are vital to the manufacture or transport of unique and specialized components, or at the 
construction site itself. The list of potential natural and man-made disasters that could cause cost 
increases or schedule delays includes all the disasters commonly cited as examples of force 
majeure, and include: hurricanes, tornados, earthquakes, floods, landslides, fires, explosions, 
tsunamis, lightning-strikes, war, riots, sabotage, prolonged rains or cold weather at the site, 
railway or bridge failures, epidemics, and terrorist attacks.  Insurance may provide protection 
against some of the cost of these events, but insurance may not cover all risks, and schedule 
delays may be unavoidable. 

10.  CONCLUSION 

For a project of the scope and complexity of the licensing and construction of the Units, any 
list of potential risk factors compiled at this stage of the process will not be exhaustive.  Risks 
that are difficult to predict or envision may arise during licensing and permitting that disrupt 
current cost or schedule forecasts.  Nevertheless, SCE&G has reviewed the risks related to 
constructing the Units carefully and over an extended period of time.  It has compared those risks 
to the risks of the other alternatives that are available to meet the energy needs of its customers 
and the State of South Carolina.  SCE&G has also sought to manage the risks of constructing the 
Units by fixing costs, to the extent commercially reasonable, under the EPC Contract with 
Westinghouse/Stone & Webster, and by applying reasonable schedule and cost contingencies to 
the project. Based on the above, SCE&G has concluded that the benefits from constructing the 
Units and adding them to its system outweigh the risks as it understands them, particularly 
considering that this energy source involves significant no air emissions, is highly reliable, and is 
not subject to the fuel price risks or fuel availability risks that affect the fossil generation 
resources.  SCE&G has concluded that constructing the Units is the most prudent and 
responsible course it can take at this time to meet the base-load generation needs of its 
customers.   

But no project of this scope can expect to be completed without some risks or disruptions.  In 
the end, this project’s ability to meet its current schedule and cost projections will depend on the 
cumulative effect of those risk events that do occur on the schedule and cost projections 
contained in this Application.  SCE&G will monitor these risks and their effects carefully.  It will 
inform the Commission and the public if the effects of risks that do occur begin to fall outside of 
the cost and schedule contingencies built into this Application. 



EXHIBIT J 
Chart A 

Certain Risks Associated with Construction and Operation of the Facilities 
 

  Types of Risk                     Schedule        Increase  
                            Delay           Cost 

1. Regulatory Risks 
a. Office of New Reactors           

i.           
complexity and/or resource Y        Yes 

ii. Intervention results in lengthy NRC              Yes                       Yes  

New 10CFR52 licensing process proceeds slowly due to
 issues  es

hearings   

ution of ITAACs delays fuel load                Yes                       Yes  

n Inspection Process proceeds slowly due to                          

due         

      

2. 

iii. New NRC regulations issued causes scope additions              Yes           Yes 
iv. ITAACs  

1. Resol
2. New ITAACs causes scope addition                                Yes           Yes 

b. NRC Region II  
i. Constructio

complexity and/or resource issues                  Yes           Yes 
c. FERC license approval process proceeds slowly   to complexity           

and/or resource issues                       Yes                      Yes 
d. State & local permits process proceeds slowly due to complexity           

and/or resource issues                       Yes            Yes 
Engineering Risks 

a. Completion of design results in changes to existing design               Yes            Yes 

pro
b. Construction problems require design changes                 Yes            Yes 
c. Equipment vendors go out of business or change  ducts               Yes            Yes 

3. Procurement Risks 
a. Inadequate number of qualified suppliers                    Yes            Yes 
b. Manufacturing problems causes delays                   Yes            Yes 
c. Shipping problems delay equipment arrival to site                 Yes            Yes 

4. Construction Risks 
a. Construction duration estimates are too optimistic                  Yes            Yes 

e

r

b. Construction problems requires rework/repair                  Yes            Yes 
c. Labor issues (strikes/inadequate supply) causes d lays                Yes            Yes 
d. Lack of proper training results in mistakes                     Yes                      Yes 
e. Large non‐English speaking workforce                     Yes            Yes 
f. Workers do not meet new fitness for duty standa ds                  Yes            Yes 

5. Operational Risks 
a. Inability to hire sufficient qualified people to operate plants                Yes            Yes 

6. Financial Risks 
a. Cost of money limits ability to raise sufficient capital                  No           Yes 
b. Rising inflation & competition drives equipment and commodity       

  prices upward                        No           Yes 
c. Scope increases require additional funding                     Yes           Yes 

7. Uncontrollable Circumstances 
a. Severe weather                          Yes           Yes 
b. War/sabotage/terrorist attack                      Yes           Yes 



 
EXHIBIT J 

Chart B 
 

Major Non-NRC Permits, Licenses, and Authorizations List  
 

1.  Regulatory Commission (FERC) Order for Non-Project Use of 
Project Land & Waters   
Federal Energy

U. S. Army Cor

Siting Act Certif

Section 401 Water Qual

Part III Constru

 DHEC Solid Waste Permit is needed for an Industrial Landfill for the purpose of disposal of 

6. NPDES Stormwater Permit for Land Clearing 

 DHEC issued Stormwater Permit is required for any land disturbing activities.  This includes 

 
Upon application to the FERC, the FERC will review, and if found not to be inconsistent with 
the provisions of the FERC Project 1894 (Parr/Monticello Hydroelectric Project) License, it will 
issue its order approving the construction of the inlet lines for the water treatment plant as well 
as intake and discharge structures (lines) for the Units 2 & 3 cooling towers crossing Project 
properties, and such other non-project use of Project resources, including land and water as will 
be necessitated by construction and operation of Units 2 & 3. 
 

2. ps of Engineers (COE) 404 Wetlands Permit 
 

A permit is needed to disturb land and in some cases to fill areas determined to be wetlands and 
officially delineated by the COE.     
 

3. ication for the Transmission Facilities 
 
As indicated in Exhibit Q to this Application, additional transmission facilities will be required 
to integrate the Units into SCE&G’s electric grid.  Those transmission projects will be permitted 
separately from the permitting of the generation facilities with which they are associated.  
 

4. ity Certification 
 
A Section 401 Water Quality Certification by the South Carolina Department of Health and 
Environmental Control (DHEC) will be necessitated as a result of the need to secure a Section 
404 permit.  The review will be conducted in concert with the 404 wetlands permit process. 
 

5. ction & Demolition Landfill Permit (Solid Waste Permit) 
 
A
construction, demolition, and land-clearing debris. 
 

 
A
all land clearing activities such as grubbing and excavating of soil from the site.  
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7. rshall Blasting Permit SCDHEC/S.C. Fire Ma

SCDOT Site Ac

Construction Fa

CDHEC Conc

oncrete Batch

redge and Fill

CDHEC Bure

PDES Water 

 
Permits are required should it become necessary to blast rock that cannot be removed by other 
means. 
 

8. cess Road Permit 
 
A permit is needed for enhancing the roadway at the intersection of Parr Rd. and Hwy. 213 to 
facilitate safer passage of construction traffic. 
 

9. cilities Building Permit 
 
Permits are needed for construction of buildings in the "construction city area." 
 

10. S rete Batch Plant Permit  
 

A permit is needed to install a concrete batch plant onsite to produce concrete for the 
construction project. 
 

11. C  Plant NPDES Discharge Permit 
 
A permit is needed to discharge water from the concrete batch plant into "Waters of the State." 
 

12. D  (COE) Permit 
 
A permit is needed for dredging areas in Parr Reservoir when installing a discharge pipe for 
Units 2 & 3. 
 

13. S au of Air Quality (BAQ) Permits 
 
A construction permit exemption is needed from BAQ for emergency generators, boilers (if 
applicable) and any other stationary sources exhausting emissions into the atmosphere at the 
water treatment plant/wastewater plant.  This also applies to any future equipment on the site that 
emits to the atmosphere. 
 

14. SCDHEC Construction Permit for Water Treatment Plant 
 
A permit is needed to construct the building/equipment/lines for the Water Treatment Plant. 
 

15. N Permit for Water Treatment Plant 
 
A permit is needed to produce water from the Water Treatment Plant. 
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n Permit fo

ederal Aviatio

16. NPDES Wastewater Permit (discharge water coming from Water Treatment 
Facility) 

 
A permit is needed to discharge water from the Water Treatment Plant into Monticello 
Reservoir. 
 

17. NPDES Wastewater Permit (discharge water coming from Wastewater Package 
Plant) 

 
A permit is needed to discharge water from the Wastewater Package Plants (2 plants) into Mayo 
creek and Parr Reservoir. 
 

18. Constructio r Wastewater Package Plant 
 
A permit is needed to install two wastewater package plants (construction city area and on the 
table top area) into Mayo Creek and Parr Reservoir. 
 

19. F n Administration Permit 
 
A permit is required from the FAA for Lampson construction cranes, because they will be over 
the height of 200 ft. 
 



EXHIBIT K 

PROPOSED RATE DESIGN AND CLASS ALLOCATION FACTORS FOR  
REVISED RATES 

 
Combined Application of South Carolina Electric & Gas Company for a 
 Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and 

Necessity and for a Base Load Review Order 
Public Service Commission Docket No. 2008-196-E 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This Exhibit K provides the 2007 summer peak demand allocators for SCE&G’s retail 
electric service which as required by S.C. Code Ann. § 58-33-270(D) have been calculated using 
the methodology approved by the South Carolina Public Service Commission in the order in 
SCE&G’s most recent retail electric rate proceeding, Order No. 2007-855.  The summer peak 
demand allocator is the peak demand allocator historically used by the Commission in setting 
SCE&G’s rates and was calculated in the same way as the peak demand allocator used in Order 
No. 2007-855. 

2.  RATE DESIGN 

Attached as Chart A to this Exhibit K is the rate design on which the rates proposed for 
approval in this proceeding are based.  The rate design contained in Exhibit K, Chart A is based 
on the revenue requirements associated with CWIP associated with VCSNS Units 2 & 3 
outstanding as of June 30, 2008.  That revenue requirement is set forth in Exhibit M to this 
Application.  Exhibit K, Chart A reflects the allocation of that revenue requirement among the 
various retail electric rates approved for collection by SCE&G in Order 2007-855.  Subject to 
SCE&G’s proposed treatment of the Basic Facilities Charge as set forth in Paragraph 22 of the 
Combined Application, this allocation is consistent with the rate design approved by the 
Commission in Order No. 2007-855. Tariff sheets incorporating the proposed rates are found in 
Exhibit N to this Application. 

 
3.  ALLOCATORS 

South Carolina Electric & Gas Company 
Summer 2007 Retail Peak Demand Allocation 

Class KW Demand % of Retail   

Residential 2,163,867  48.10% 
Small General Service 809,051  17.98% 
Medium General Service 506,749  11.27% 
Large General Service 1,019,021 22.65%  

Retail Total 4,498,688  100.00% 
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Combined Application
Exhibit K, Chart A

MAY, 2008 PROPOSED $ %
RATE REVENUE REVENUE CHANGE CHANGE

COL. 1 COL. 2 COL. 3 COL. 4

RESIDENTIAL
     Rate 1 - Good Cents 38,076,304$              38,269,600$              193,296$                   0.51%
     Rate 2 - Low Use 3,233,926$                3,249,354$                15,428$                     0.48%
     Rate 5 - Time-of-Use (KWH Only) 161,557$                   162,262$                   705$                          0.44%
     Rate 6 - Energy Saver / Conservation 51,622,096$              51,883,771$              261,675$                   0.51%
     Rate 7 - Time-of-Use Demand 1,221$                       1,228$                       7$                              0.57%
     Rate 8 - Residential 735,055,847$            738,906,956$            3,851,109$                0.52%

     Total Residential Class 828,150,951$           832,473,171$           4,322,220$                0.52%

SMALL GENERAL SERVICE
     Rate 3M - Municipal Power 13,060,939$              13,120,691$              59,752$                     0.46%

R t 9 S ll G l 268 113 710$ 269 438 049$ 1 324 339$ 0 49%

RATE DESIGN SUMMARY
INCREASE ON MAY, 2008 RATES

SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY

     Rate 9 - Small General 268,113,710$           269,438,049$           1,324,339$                0.49%
     Rate 29 - Small General (Unmetered) 654,903$                   658,140$                   3,237$                       0.49%
     Rate 10 - Small Construction 1,021,158$                1,024,419$                3,261$                       0.32%
     Rate 11 - Irrigation 1,033,401$                1,037,968$                4,567$                       0.44%
     Rate 12C - Church 14,427,376$              14,478,805$              51,429$                     0.36%
     Rate 13 - Municipal Lighting 445,996$                   447,875$                   1,879$                       0.42%
     Rate 14 - Farm 2,033,883$                2,043,521$                9,638$                       0.47%
     Rate 16 - Time-of-Use 296,237$                   297,610$                   1,373$                       0.46%
     Rate 22S - School 34,611,892$              34,766,817$              154,925$                   0.45%

     Total Small General Service Class 335,699,495$           337,313,895$           1,614,400$                0.48%

MEDIUM GENERAL SERVICE
     Rate 20 - Medium General 165,360,407$            166,192,985$            832,578$                   0.50%
     Rate 21 - Time-of-Use 6,676,968$                6,713,506$                36,538$                     0.55%
     Rate 21A - Experimental Time-of-Use 26,866,157$              27,007,032$              140,875$                   0.52%

     Total Medium General Service Class 198,903,532$           199,913,523$           1,009,991$                0.51%

LARGE GENERAL SERVICE
     Rate 23 - Industrial Power 241,067,164$            242,159,107$            1,091,943$                0.45%
     Rate 24 - Time-of-Use 133,558,974$            134,195,740$            636,766$                   0.48%
     Contracts 90,436,985$              90,742,864$              305,879$                   0.34%

     Total Large General Service Class 465,063,123$           467,097,711$           2,034,588$                0.44%

TOTAL 8,981,199$                



EXHIBIT L 

COST OF DEBT AND CAPITALIZATION RATIOS 
 

Combined Application of South Carolina Electric & Gas Company for a 
 Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and 

Necessity and for a Base Load Review Order 
Public Service Commission Docket No. 2008-196-E 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This Exhibit L provides the current capitalization ratios and weighted average cost of debt 
and equity capital for SCE&G used in calculating the revenue requirements associated with 
investment in the two Westinghouse AP1000 Advanced Passive Safety Power Plant units 
proposed for construction as V. C. Summer Nuclear Station Units 2 & 3.* 

Capitalization Ratios and Cost of Capital 
 

SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY / S.C. FUEL COMPANY 
REGULATORY CAPITALIZATION RATIOS FOR ELECTRIC OPERATIONS 

As of December 31, 2007 – Adjusted 

AMOUNT RATIO 
EMBEDDED 

COSTS 

WEIGHTED 
AVERAGE COST 

OF CAPITAL 
GROSS 
OF TAX 

Long-Term Debt  $2,211,488,400  44.68% 6.22% 2.78% 2.78% 

Preferred Stock  $   114,158,800  2.31% 6.42% 0.15% 0.24% 

Common Equity  $2,623,463,867  53.01% 11.00% 5.83% 9.49% 

Total Capitalization  $4,949,111,067  100.00% 8.76% 12.51% 

          

*  December 2007 actual adjusted for actual and planned debt issuances in 2008: 
 

January 2008 $250,000,000  First Mortgage Bonds 
June 2008 - projected $100,000,000  First Mortgage Bonds 
August 2008 - projected   $40,000,000  Pollution Control Bonds 
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EXHIBIT M 

YEAR-BY-YEAR REVENUE REQUIREMENTS AND PROJECTED RATE IMPACT 
OF INVESTMENT 

 
Combined Application of South Carolina Electric & Gas Company for a 
 Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and 

Necessity and for a Base Load Review Order 
Public Service Commission Docket No. 2008-196-E 

 

1.       INTRODUCTION 

Exhibit M provides the year-by-year revenue requirements associated with SCE&G’s 
investment in V. C. Summer Nuclear Station (“VCSNS”) Units 2 & 3.  Exhibit M, Chart B, 
provides the projected rate impact associated with the Units. 

2. YEAR-BY-YEAR REVENUE REQUIREMENTS 

Chart A of Exhibit M provides the year-by-year revenue requirements associated with 
the amount of Construction Work in Progress (CWIP) and of VCSNS Units 2 & 3 as set forth in 
Exhibit F to this Application and the in-service expenses set forth on Exhibit O to this 
Application.  As required by the Base Load Review Act, the revenue requirements set forth on 
this Exhibit M, Chart A have been calculated using the weighted average cost of capital set 
forth on Exhibit L to this Application.   
 

The outstanding CWIP balance and associated revenue requirement provided in Exhibit 
M, Chart A is measured as of June 30th of each year during the construction of VCSNS Units 2 
& 3.  The filing date of future revised rates proceedings, the designated date for measuring CWIP 
to be considered in each proceeding, the amount of capital actually expended by each designated 
date, and other factors may vary, and as a result, the timing and amount of CWIP reflected in 
future revised rates adjustments may vary.   

3. PROJECTED RATE IMPACT OF INVESTMENT 

Also attached to this Exhibit M is Chart B which provides an estimate of the future 
impacts of the CWIP and in-service expenses associated with VCSNS Units 2 & 3 on SCE&G’s 
retail electric rates.  To isolate the impact of the investment in VCSNS Units 2 & 3 from other 
factors, the current retail fuel factor is assumed to remain constant, as are the margin revenues 
generated per billing unit by retail electric base rates.  However, projected growth in retail 
customers’ demand and energy sales and the benefit of additional nuclear generator or fuel costs 
where VCSNS Units 2 & 3 connection line are reflected in the analysis.  The projections in this 
Exhibit M, Chart B, also include the effects of estimated Federal Production Tax Credits.  As 
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indicated in the notes to Exhibit O, Chart A, the Company intends at a future date to seek 
Commission approval to pass any available Federal Production Tax Credits through to customers 
by means of credits to electric fuel cost expenses. 

 
Many of the factors related to this analysis and to future rate increases are subject to 

change over time.  Those factors include the amount and timing of CWIP expenses and in-
service expenses; the timing of revised rates filings; the amount of AFUDC included in capital 
costs; the rates of growth in demand and energy sales on SCE&G’s system; the amount and 
timing of future base rate increases; changes in fuel costs and generation mix; changes in the cost 
of debt, cost of equity and capital structure that make up the weighted average cost of capital; 
and other factors. As a result, the actual rate increases associated with investment and operation 
of VCSNS Units 2 & 3 may vary from those reflected on Chart B of Exhibit M. 

 
 
 



SCE&G, Combined Application Exhibit M

Page 1 of 2

Nuclear Construction 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Totals

Construction Work in Process in Rates 71,848$              384,570$                524,227$         705,797$         775,704$         794,209$         764,233$         603,063$        553,098$             280,400$             195,851$        5,653,000$            
Cumulative 71,848$              456,418$                980,645$         1,686,442$       2,462,146$       3,256,355$       4,020,588$       4,623,651$     5,176,749$          5,457,149$          5,653,000$     

Incremental Revenue Required 8,986$                48,098$                  65,565$           88,274$           97,017$           99,332$           95,583$           75,425$          69,176$               35,070$               24,495$          707,021$               
Cumulative Revenue Required 8,986$                57,084$                  122,649$         210,923$         307,940$         407,272$         502,855$         578,280$        647,456$             682,526$             707,021$        

Transmission Projects 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Totals

Construction Work in Process in Rates -$                   192$                       203$                3$                    845$                10,010$           30,475$           61,679$          40,785$               98,345$               417,839$        660,376$               
Cumulative -$                   192$                      395$               398$               1,243$            11,253$          41,728$           103,407$       144,192$            242,537$            660,376$       

EXHIBIT M, Chart A

Combined Application of South Carolina Electric & Gas Company for a 

(Thousands of $)

Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and
Necessity and for a Base Load Review Order

Schedule of Year by Year Revenue Requirements

$ $ $ $ ,$ ,$ ,$ ,$ ,$ ,$ ,$

Incremental Revenue Required -$                   24$                         25$                  -$                 106$                1,252$             3,812$             7,714$            5,101$                 12,300$               52,259$          82,593$                 
Cumulative Revenue Required -$                   24$                         49$                  49$                  155$                1,407$             5,219$             12,933$          18,034$               30,334$               82,593$          

Total 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Totals

Construction Work in Process in Rates 71,848$              384,762$                524,430$         705,800$         776,549$         804,219$         794,708$         664,742$        593,883$             378,745$             613,690$        6,313,376$            
Cumulative 71,848$              456,610$                981,040$         1,686,840$       2,463,389$       3,267,608$       4,062,316$       4,727,058$     5,320,941$          5,699,686$          6,313,376$     

Incremental Revenue Required 8,986$                48,122$                  65,590$           88,274$           97,123$           100,584$         99,395$           83,139$          74,277$               47,370$               76,754$          789,614$               
Cumulative Revenue Required 8,986$                57,108$                  122,698$         210,972$         308,095$         408,679$         508,074$         591,213$        665,490$             712,860$             789,614$        

Assumptions:

Gross Weighted Average Cost of Capital 12.51%

Annual Base Load Review Filing May 30

Annual CWIP True-Up June 30

Rates Effective March 30, 2009, October 30, 2009, and annually on October 30 
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2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 Total
Retail Margin Forecast (existing rates) 1,272$          1,303$         1,340$       1,373$       1,401$       1,365$        1,378$       1,392$       1,420$      1,449$      1,478$       1,508$       1,538$       1,559$       

Base Retail Fuel Costs @ existing rates 575$             618$            633$          650$          665$          657$           665$          673$          686$         700$         714$          728$          743$          754$          

(Millions of $)

EXHIBIT M, Chart B

Retail Rate Impact Projections

Combined Application of South Carolina Electric & Gas Company for a 
Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and

Necessity and for a Base Load Review Order

Nuclear Fuel Cost Adjustment (123)$       (123)$         (123)$         (255)$         (255)$         

Production Tax Credits Applied to Fuel Costs (124)$       (101)$         (65)$           (98)$           (98)$           

Net 575$             618$            633$          650$          665$          657$           665$          673$          686$         452$         489$          540$          389$          401$          

Total Base Revenues 1,847$          1,921$         1,973$       2,024$       2,066$       2,022$        2,043$       2,065$       2,106$      1,901$      1,968$       2,048$       1,927$       1,960$       

Incremental Revenue Requirements-BLRA -$              9$                48$            66$            88$            97$             100$          100$          83$           298$         53$            71$            216$          -$           1,229$           

Cumulative Revenue Requirements-BLRA -$              9$                57$            123$          211$          308$           409$          508$          591$         889$         942$          1,013$       1,229$       1,229$       

Gross Revenue 1,847$          1,930$         2,030$       2,146$       2,277$       2,330$        2,452$       2,573$       2,697$      2,790$      2,910$       3,061$       3,156$       3,189$       

Retail Sales 22,150          22,764         23,300       23,958       24,476       24,200        24,482       24,784       25,268      25,778      26,298       26,822       27,356       27,774       

Total $/KWH 0.0834$        0.0848$       0.0871$     0.0896$     0.0930$     0.0963$      0.1001$     0.1038$     0.1067$    0.1082$   0.1107$     0.1141$     0.1154$     0.1148$     

Annual Rate Change 0.49% 2.8% 2.8% 3.8% 3.5% 4.0% 3.7% 2.8% 1.4% 2.2% 3.1% 1.1% -0.5% 2.49%

Incremental Revenue requirements in 2016 and 2019 include projected in-service costs

The forecasts listed here are indicative of the rate impacts that may be expected from construction and operation of VCSNS  Units 2 & 3 on a stand‐alone basis. 
These forecasts do not reflect overall rate changes during the period, which may  include changes in such things as fuel costs, and base rates. In addition, 
actual rate impacts from the Units will vary based on such things as the actual rates of growth in customers and demand during the period, changes in SCE&G’s cost of capital,
changes in the amount and timing of investment in the Units, changes in in‐service expenses, and other factors.  Please see the introduction to the Exhibit for additional information.



EXHIBIT N 

REVISED RATES REQUESTED IN BASE LOAD REVIEW ORDER 
 

Combined Application of South Carolina Electric & Gas Company for a 
 Certificate of Environmental Compatibility and Public Convenience and 

Necessity and for a Base Load Review Order 
Public Service Commission Docket No. 2008-196-E 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This Exhibit N provides the revised rates and charges that SCE&G requests the Commission to 
authorize in the Order in this proceeding.  These rates and charges have been computed in 
conformity with the cost allocations and rate design set forth in Exhibit K to this Application. 
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SCE&G Combined Application 
EXHIBIT N 

 
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY 

PROPOSED ELECTRIC RATE SCHEDULES 
 

 
 

Listed are the proposed electric rate schedules included as follows:  
 
Rate  Description 
 
1 (RGC) Good Cents Residential Service 

2  Low Use Residential Service 

3  Municipal Power Service 

5  Time-of-Use Residential Service 

6 (RGCC) Energy Saver/Conservation Residential Service 

7  Time-of-Use Demand Residential Service 

8  Residential Service 

9  General Service 

10  Small Construction Service 

11  Irrigation Service 

12 (C)  Church Service 

13 (ML) Municipal Lighting Service 

14  Farm Service 

15 (SS-1) Supplementary and Standby Service 

16  Time-of-Use General Service 

19  Concurrent Demand Time-of-Use General Service 

20  Medium General Service 

21  General Service Time-of-Use Demand 

21A  Experimental Program – General Service Time-of-Use Demand 

22 (S)  School Service 

23  Industrial Power Service 

24  Large General Service Time-of-Use 

 

Contract Rates 

 



SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY                                                            ELECTRICITY
RATE 1 (RGC)                                                                                                    RESIDENTIAL SERVICE

GOOD CENTS RATE

Alternating  Current, 60 hertz, single phase, 120 volts, 2 wire or 120/240 volts 3 wire. 

Summer Winter
                                                                                         (Billing Months (Billing Months
                                                                       June-September) October-May)

Basic Facilities Charge: 8.00$                 8.00$                 

AVAILABILITY

Effective January 15, 1996 this schedule is closed and not available to any new structure.

This rate is available to customers who meet the Company's Good Cents requirements and use the Company's standard service which is specified as a
single point of delivery per premises from an existing overhead distribution system to individually metered private residence and individually metered
dwelling units in apartment structures or other multi-family residential structures. It is not available for resale service nor shall service be supplied to
dwelling units having a total of more than ten rooms, five or more of which are rented or offered for rent to any person or persons not a member, or
members, of the immediate family of the owner or lessor of the dwelling units.

A dwelling unit is defined as a room or group of rooms having, in addition to living quarters, kitchen facilities for the sole use of the family or individual
occupying such dwelling unit.

CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Prior to construction, the customer or prospective customer must contact the Company to ascertain the requirements of the Good Cents Program and to
arrange for on-site inspections for compliance.

The dwelling unit must be certified by the Company to meet or exceed the Company's Good Cents Program requirements in force at the time of
application in order to qualify for service under this rate schedule.

CHARACTER OF SERVICE

RATE PER MONTH

Plus Energy Charge:

First             800 K whrs. @ 0.09630$           per Kwhr. 0.09630$           per Kwhr.
Excess over 800 Kwhrs. @ 0.10593$           per Kwhr. 0.09245$           per Kwhr.

The monthly minimum charge shall be the basic facilities charge as stated above.

All bills are net and payable when rendered.

The Company's General Terms and Conditions are incorporated by reference and are a part of this rate schedule.

Effective Upon Approval Of The Public
 Service Commission Of South Carolina

MINIMUM CHARGE

ADJUSTMENT FOR FUEL AND VARIABLE ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS

Fuel costs of $.02742 per Kwhr. are included in the energy charge and are subject to adjustment by order of the Public Service Commission of South
Carolina.

STORM DAMAGE COMPONENT

The energy charges above include a storm damage component of $.00043 per Kwhr. for accumulation of a storm damage reserve.

SALES AND FRANCHISE TAX

To the above will be added any applicable sales tax, franchise fee or business license tax which may be assessed by any state or local governmental
body.

Contracts shall be written for a period of not less than one (1) year. A separate contract shall be written for each meter at each location.

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

PAYMENT TERMS

SPECIAL PROVISIONS

The Company will furnish service in accordance with its standard specifications. Non-standard service will be furnished only when customer pays the
difference in costs between non-standard service and standard service or pays the Company its normal monthly facility charge based on such difference
in costs.

TERM OF CONTRACT




